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IHTRODUCTIOl 
TMs papop T^ poaonts tho rcstilta or a study of piayslcal 
and physiological differences that e:cl3t between kernels of 
opon-pollinated field corn harvested at different stages of 
dovelopmont. Differences In the rapidity of germination 
wore found to bo caused by physiological differences in the 
kernels v;hich in turn resulted from the stage of development 
at -which they vrere harvested# Studies of the effect of slot? 
as compared with rapid drying, and of the value of selecting 
seed froDi plants grown on soil to v;hich superphosphate vms 
added are also reported. It is hoped that the results pre­
sented herein \irlll help ansv;er some of the questions per­
taining to the effect of the time of gathering, and methods 
of handling of seed corn upon its value as seed# 
REVIElir OP LITERATURE. 
Several investigators have reported on tlie stage of 
development neceasnry before seeds would gorminate aatls-
factorlly. A statement of these resTilts is given at this 
time. Other writers have data on certain parts of the 
study herein presented. A summary of some of these is given 
in connection with the subject matter to which it directly 
relates. 
Kiesselbaeh and Ratcliff (19) reported that corn 
harvested at seven stages varying from milk to maturity 
germinated 80, 92^  94, 97, 97, 96, and 98 per cent. 
Alberta (3) observed that Golden Glov/ corn germinated 
14 per cent when harvested in the early milk stage and 74 
per cent v/hen harvested in the late milk stage, Murdock 
germinated 75 and 87 per cent respectively when harvested at 
corresponding periods of development. Seed harvested later 
germinated nomally. 
Booth (6) found that oat kernels did not give a maxi­
mum germination percentage until IS days after pollination. 
Oats harvested at five different stages of development from 
milk to dry and mealy geminated 66 to 99 per cent accord­
ing to Fryer (IS). 
•^ 5— 
In 1920 Ha7r'lan (15) i"o\md that the kornols of Gevoral 
barley varieties germinated v;hcn hai-'vosted aix days aftor 
fertilization. In 1921 he fonnd that keriaels of Honnchen 
barley goriainatod five daya after fertilization^  
In comparing fully matured tobacco soed vdth bloat 
v;hlch viae immature Jol-maon, Murwin and Ogden (17) found 
that oqual percentages of gei^ nination \7ere obtained with 
seod from pods fully grovni. The germination was unsatis­
factory at an earlier stage* 
MATERIALC Aim MI;;TnODS 
Seed tised in this study vras liarveatod in the- fall of 
1929, 1930, and 1931. In 1929 Golden King, an oarly Katur-
im; •yai'^ iGty, was used# lodent, a strain seloctod at tho 
lo^ im Agricultural Esgporimont vStation and adapted to contral 
l0'.va was uEed in 1930 and 1931« 
Samples vrere picked oach yoar at foui' different atagos 
of dovolopmente Each sample consisted of 18 ears harvestod 
at random. Tho firot Bample harvoatod vras in the soft 
dou£^  stage, the second was glazed, the third fully dented, 
and the fourth vjas mature. The samples wore dried rapidly 
hy being suspended in tho draft of an electric fan at room 
temperature. Each sample v;aa then shelled and stored® 
libteept vjhera otherv/lse noted results reported iai this 
paper are for air-dry com. 
The percentage of moiat^ r^o in each saatiplo when harvested 
ia IMicated in Table I. The percentages for the correspond­
ing samples each yoar weye quite unifoiTn. 
V/hile the oars ••.7hich made up each sample were harvested 
without any selootion and presxttnably represented tho entire 
plot it is apparent that in 1930 tho glazed seed was not a 
representative sample of the entire plot from which it was 
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TABIil !• Tlae percentage of moisture In each 
sample v/hon harvested. 
1 
Sample j 
« 
# 
1929 
« 
: 1930 
• 
: 
: 19S1 
« 
• 
Dou^  63.2 59.8 61.2 
Glaze 55.4 48.2 53.5 
Poll Dent SB. 8 37.7 40.4 
Mature 28,1 31.2 31.5 
gatliored. The kernels of this particular sample had a greater 
wei^ t, volume, "bushel test v/elght and specific gravity than 
any of the other samples harvested either before or after 
from the same rows® 
The laboratory comparisons between the samples were 
conducted at room temperature. Each sample of a given season 
xyas included in each trial. Thoreforb, the resvilts secured 
with tho different samples for any one season are quite com-
parable although differences betv^ een years may in part be 
the result of variations in temperature. Likewise variations 
in field data of the different years \?ere largely caused by 
seasonal fluctuations. These, together v/ith tho fact that 
two different varieties of corn were involved, make it ad-* 
visable to present the data for each year separately rather 
tlian tho mean of the three years. 
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EXPERHvlEIITAL 
Kernel Wei^ t 
Tills ostperlment was nob designed primarily to dQtormine 
the point at which the grox7th of kernels of coim stopped. 
It is poasitle, hov/everj, to determine within limits the mois-
tiire content when growth ceased. Eight hundred fifty kernels 
of each sample v/ere wel^ ied in 1930 and in 1951 and 1000 in 
1929. The ,mean wei^ t of 100 kernels Is indicated in Table 
II. Those data shov;^  that in 1929 with an early maturing variety 
TABLE II. The laean weight and vol-umo of 100 kernels. 
(Wcif^ in Grams « Voltjm© in HI. ) 
•A 9 
* • 
: Weight of 100 kernels : Volxtme of 100 kernels 
Sample t' im i l^ 'go 1531 ; ' lO'SQ" 1030' ;~i:§gr~ 
Dou^  17.03 20.36 19.69 14.7 15.9 16.7 
Glaae 20.97 29.06 25.91 17.2 23.4 20.9 
Pull Dent S3. SI 27.95 31.70 19.2 22.3 26.2 
Matxffo 24.77 26.37 31.94 19.6 23.0 25.0 
the greatest kernel weight was foimd in the mature sample. 
This contained 28,1 per cent moisture v/han harvested. In 1930 
the masdraum kernel wei^ t v/as attained when the glazed sample 
1. 
was liarvosted confcainiiiig 48,2 per cent moisture. In 1931 
the kernels were fully grovm when fully dented and containing 
40.4 per cent moisture. The variance in kernel wei^t of 
the different samples is prosonued in Table III. The test 
for reliability was based upon Fisher*s"d'Table with the 
five per cent point for significance. The variance between 
samplea was found to be greater than the e3:periKiental error, 
Jind to be significant eadi year. 
TABLE III. The analysis of variance of kernel woighta 
for 1929j> 1950, and 1931. 
Per cent 
: Degrees ; 
Source of ; of s Mean • Calculated 
Variation ; Freedom ; Square : 
1929 
Maturity 3 114»15 2.30S5 .5326 
ExperiTiiental 
error 36 1.14 
P.E. Mean i .22 P.E. Diff. + ^ Sl 
1950 
Maturity 3 395.82 2.5625 .4949 
Treatment 2 5,65 . 4386 . 5775 
Esp er iment al 
error 102 2» 35 
P.E. Mean ± oSe P.E. Diff. ± .50 
1931 
Maturity 3 961.56 3.4243 *4949 
Treatment 2 9.42 1.1115 .5775 
Esiperimental 
error 102 1.02 
P.E, Mean is ,22 P.E. Diff. ± ,31 
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The data presented liore indicated that for the three 
years the maxiHTom kernel v/ei^ it v/aa reached when the kernel 
contained about 40 per cent of moisture, The data varied widely 
with the different years indicating that the development varied 
with the year, also possibly with the strain used as v;ell as 
the sample taken. 
Volume of Kernel 
The volume was determined by Immersing 100 representative 
kernels in a known quantity of alcohol in a burette, The dis­
placed alcohol represontod the volume of the 100 kernels and 
was measured in ml« as shorn in Table II# 
The mature kernels were the largest in 1929. In 1930 
no further gain in size occurred after the glazed sample was 
harvested. In 1931 the kernels of the fully dented sample 
had the greatest volume. The volume corresponded very closely 
with kernel weight. 
Specific Gravity 
The specific gravity as presented in Table IV was ob­
tained by dividing the gram weight of 100 kernels by their 
volume in ml. The specific gravity of the kernels harvested 
in the dough stage was always lowest. Little difference 
existed in the specific gravity of the three more fully de­
veloped samples in any year. High specific gravity is 
closely associated v/ith a compact endosperm. 
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Hov/ever, maxlmun specific gravity does not necessarily indi­
cate that materials wore no longer "being deposited in the 
kernel ajid that full development had been reached. The natiire 
of tho Icornel is such that v/hen tho molstm''o loaves it in 
tho early stages of deaiocation the volume becomes smaller, 
as evidenced by the indentation# This reduction in sisse has 
the effect of increasing the density. 
Bushel Tost Wei^ t 
The bushel test weight of the ©arliost harvested sample 
was less than 50 pounds each year# In 1929 the fully dented 
and the mature samples wore equal, both being heavier than 
the glased samploo Little difference e3d.sted in bushel test 
weight between the glazed, fully dented^  ^and mature samples 
of 1930» The glazed sample was slightly the heaviest. In 
19S1 the glazed sample had a lower bushel test weight than 
either of those Imrvested later# The bushel test weight of 
the different samples is given in Table IV. Maximum bushel 
test weight is an indication of compactness of the material 
in the kernel. Like density it is not necessarily an indica­
tion of complete development# 
"•2,2« 
TABIE IV* Tho specific gravity and bushel test vroigiht 
of the saniplos harvested at different stages 
of maturity# 
• SpOOlf3»0 Gli'S.Viit'bTr • Bushel Test ?/oight 
Sample : 1929 J 1930 : 1931 s • I929' • T 1930 : 19S1 
Dougji 1.171 1.184 1.175 48.7 49.1 49. 4 
Glazo 1,238 1.240 1.21S 52.1 55.9 53.8 
Full Dent 1,227 1.231 1.218 54.6 55.4 57,5 
Mature 1.242 1.229 1.238 54.9 55.1 56.8 
Percentage of Germ 
The embryo and endosperm develop at approximately the 
same rate from the late milk stage to mattirity, according to 
Kiesselhach and Ratcliff (19). 
In ova? study the X3ercentage of the kernel v;hich was com­
posed of the germ portion was determined for 250 kernels in 
each sample* The kernels v/ere irmnerjsed in v/ater 43 hours, 
after v/hich the germ portion indtiding the scutellum was re­
moved. Both the gorm and endospem were then dried to a water-
froe basis and the percentage of germ calculated as shovm in 
Tablo V. The seed harvested in the dougji stage contained 
the smallest percentage of germ for 1929. In 1930 the small~ 
est percentage of germ was found in the glazed seuiiple. Ko 
difference was found between the first and second harvested 
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TABLE V« G'Oi'Tii as a percentage of total kernel togetlier 
v;lth the moan crushing resistance or cach 
kernel* 
Sample 
! Mean 
:Perc0ntaEe of 
Mean 
Grushinr; Roaistance 
irgSo •iijsr 
Bou^ i 9•IS 
Glaso 10e24 
Pull Dent 11-S6 
Mature 10.95 
11.68 11.99 27.76+.64 o5.10±1.07 31.06± .69 
11,11 11.95 34.J36±.91 49.79tfe .99 43.27± .86 
12.05 12.54 39.09+.81 43.59+ .90 49.89+ .96 
12.20 12.72 40.8St.94 44.23±1.06 49.92+1.OS 
samples of 1931. Both had. a smaller proportion of germ tlian 
either the fully dented or the mature Gamples. Each year the 
percentage of germ v/as slightly loss In those samples harvested 
early. This points to tho conclusion tliat tho germ portion of 
the kornol v/as relatively less developed in tho earlior stages 
of growth than was tho endosperm. 
Cmjishing Resistance 
Tho prossTXPO required to crush one kernel of each sample 
v;as based upon the mean crushing resistance of 100 kernels. 
The crushing resistance was determined by placing an Individual 
kernel on edge botv/een two steel ^ av/s. A spring balance was 
attached with a leverage that gave 5/6 of the actual pounds 
roquired to crush the kernel. Inasmuch as the readings were 
comparative they were not corrected for the difference in 
Kernel *eipht 
£ern?i roluse 
rf-2p'i''n p.'-.-'ir.t o: ncisture nt hr.rve^;, .-re (1) 
ruTi'-i teal weitrht, ([*) cru«r.:nr r»-3l5i*Hr.ce. {^) Vernel 
volujne. hnd (6) ;'r>r*rirlc rrnvlty. 
proroTtlcn of ren., 
welrnt. kernel 
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levorage and are referred to in tliia discussion aa poxmds* 
Tho moan potmdjs of pressure requiretL, together v;ith the p3.-»o"b-
ahle error, is given in Tablo V« The pounds required to 
crush a dry kernel of the dou^  stage sample mve significantly 
loiver than for the glazed sample each year. The crtishing 
resistance of the two more fully developed samples of 1929 
and 1931 was greater than that of the glased sample. The 
difference b0t\ireen the fully dented and mature sample was 
not significant in either case. The crushing resistance of 
the glazed sample v/as the greatest for 1930. The difference 
hetvmen the fully dented and mature sample of that year 
not significant. 
If all kernels had "been the same siae and aliape, crush­
ing resistance ml^ t have been considered an index of com­
pactness or hardness. In that case it v;ould have been ex­
pected to follow the same trend as specific gravity. As a 
matter of fact crushing resistance agreed more closely with 
kernel v/ei^ t and, volume then with specific gravity. It is 
believed that a fully matured kernel has greater crushing 
resistance than one immature, and of equal siae. It is also 
believed that the higher crushing resistance of tho more 
mature samples in this study was largely a result of their 
greater size# 
••X6~ 
Hltrogon Content 
Jones anfl. Huston (18) foand the perceatagG of nitrogen 
in the iramatm"'0 oars of corn lilghor thaii in those fi^ lly de­
veloped* 
Pailyor and V/illard (12) fotund a greater porcentage of 
nltrogon in the grain of "both King Pliilip flint and yelloTiT 
dent corn v;hen laarveatod in tho siilk stage than at any 
later stage of development* 
Tho milligrams of nitrogen in one gram of moisttu'e-froe 
corn of each sample of oiar eaiperiment was determined "by the 
K^ eldahl method. Little difference v/as found in the quantity 
of nitrogen in the four samples of 1929 although tho first 
tT?;o aan^ ple3 harvested were slightly hi^ er than tho last tvra® 
Tho trend, though sli^ t, indicated that tho more matizre corn 
had a smaller percentage of nitrogen than that har'vested 
earlier. This trend tos moro pronounced fox' the seed of 1930 
and 193i v/here the percentage of nitrogen consistently de­
creased as tho com approached maturity. Tho milligrams of 
nitrogen found in ens gram of air-dry corn as well as in oaio 
kernel is presented in Table VI. Tho latter v;as obtained by 
using the average kernel %7eight for each sample as indicated 
in Table II and calculating the quantity of nitrogen for 
each kernel. \1/hile the percentage of nitrogen decreased as 
-17" 
TABLE VI. Milligrams of nitrogen In one gram and In 
ono Icernol of each sample* 
« In ono ftram : In one kernel 
Sample s 1929 : 1930 ! 1931 : 1929 : 19i50 ! xm 
DOIX01 15.358 17.924 18.608 2.615 3.649 3.664 
Glazo 15.593 17.718 17.718 3,291 5,149 4.591 
Pull Dent 15.085 17.274 17.417 3.516 4.828 5.521 
Mature 15.085 16.795 16.118 S.7S7 4.429 5.148 
the aamploa became moro mature the quantity in each kernel 
vms always the smallest for the samples harvested, in the least 
matxire or dough stage® Apparently nitrogen ?;aQ being added to 
the kernel as it developed but not in as large a proportion 
ao the other materials. 
Sugar Content 
A rnarlEd deoreas© in total sugars xras fouiKl by Sayro, 
Willaman and Kertesz (24) in Advancer peas as they approached 
full development. Brenchley (7) v;orking with throe varieties 
of barley, found a decrease in the percentage of sugars for 
12 to SI days follov;lng pollination, after v;hlch the percent­
age remained constant. The actual quantity present decreased 
at first then increased until 21 and 24 days after vaiich a 
slight decrease occurred. 
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In the studies reported lier© the samples harvonted in 
the dotigji stage had the greatest concentration of reducing 
sugars in each year® The smallest percentage v/as in the 
fully dented and the mature samples# In 1929 and 1931 a 
direct relation \?aa found to exist b©t\Teon maturity and -bho 
percentage of non-reducing sugars* In 1930 tho glaijed 
sample liad the greatest percentage of non-reducing sugars 
followed in turn "by the dou^  stagOj, fully dented and tho 
mature sample. 
Tho percentage of reducing sugars found in the dry com 
was small as compared with the non-reducing sugars. In each 
year the hl^ est concentration v;as found in the samijles hav­
ing the most moisture at liarvest. Mien the quantity of re­
ducing and non-reducing sugars v/as calculated for each l:crnel 
a tendency prevailed for the larger quantity of reducing 
sugars to ho present in the immature rather than in the 
inaturo kernels. The indivldtial kernel in tlie dou^  stage 
had the smallest quantity of non-reducing sugars each year. 
The greatest quantity ivas contained in tho i"ully dented 
stage in 1929 and 1931, and in the glased stage in 1930» 
There was little difference in the quantity of total sugars 
in each kernel of the tliree more fully developed samples. 
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TABLE VII. Milligrams of reducing and non-roduclng 
sugars found per gram and per kornol of 
air-dry corn* 
Sample 
1929 i 1950 s 1951 
- , - j » j ITori?^  
Reducing ;Iled'acing ^Reducing sReduoini^  ;Reducing tReduoing 
Milligraias in one gram 
Dou^  3* 24 16»32 
Glase 1«92 15,44 
Pull Dent .92 15.20 
Mature ,76 12.84 
2.76 
1.90 
l.SG 
1.67 
14.60 
16*24 
14.40 
14.13 
1.90 
1.55 
.15 
.30 
20.65 
IS. 00 
17,95 
17.50 
Cou^ i 
GlazG 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
.55 
.40 
.21 
.19 
Milligrsails in one Ijernel 
2,78 
3.24 
3.54 
3.18 
.56 
.57 
.38 
.44 
2.97 
4.72 
4.02 
3.73 
.37 
.40 
.05 
.10 
4.07 
4.66 
5.69 
5.59 
Water Absorption 
\'inaen comparing the percentage of water absorbed in 24 
hours at varying temperatures by corn harvested in the "milk"^  
"dent", and "mature" stage Dungan (10) at the Illinois Agrl-
culttiral EzporiraBnt Station found that the more imniatupe seed 
absorbed the greatest quantity. Ho found an increase in the 
quantity as the temperature increased up to 25 degrees Centi­
grade. He found little difference in the quantity of water 
absorbed by high and low oil corn. V/hen hi^  and low protein 
strains were compared he found that the high protein kernels 
Totel Sugars 
In one kernel 
Percentage of nolsture et harreat 
Percentage of solature ftt harvest 
The aA* of total sugars aixl also of nitrogen In one graa of the 
lamature corn vas greater than in the mature saaplee, while the 
quantity present in each kernel vas slightly less. 
-21« 
v/ltli a hard vitroouo tescburo, absorbecl tho loast water. 
DlseasG roaistant lota frani tv;o vai-'letles absorbed loon v/atsr 
in 24 hoiips than two starchy, more auscQptlblo sGloctlons* 
Bakke and. Erv/ln (5) at the lov/a Agrl cult viral Exporlment 
Station In con^ arlng the rato of v/ate?? absorption of swoet 
and dont corn foimd tliat swoet com absorbed water Eiore 
rapidly, and absorbed a greater quantity than dont corn o.f 
equal maturity* Both absorbed their maxiiitum in the samo 
poriod of tiiue. Samples of both swoet and dent corn of 
different maturities wore placed in chambers at 90, 95, and 
100 pop cent humidity. Xn a 100 and in a 95 per cent 
saturated atmosphero the suoet corn absorbed more moisture 
than dent corn. Little difference existed in the 90 per 
cent saturated atmosphere- Mature sweet and dent corn both 
had a greater hygroscopicity than the Immature sanples* 
Water v/as absorbed more rapidly by immature than by 
mature samples of corn according to Tascher and Xhingan (26). 
Babcock (4) found that co2?n exposed in a saturated at­
mosphere absorbed wator quite rapidly at first, then slowly, 
until germination began v/hen the kernels contained somewhat 
leas than 30 per cent of iF/atep.. 
Shull and Simll (25) found that as the temperature was 
raised there was an increase in the quantity of v/ater ab­
sorbed by air-dry corn in a three hour poriod. 
—22~ 
Rudolfs (23) Irronersed a murabe3? of different Irinds of 
sood In solutions of varying concenta^ ation and fotind that 
the rate of v/ater absorption generally decreased as the con­
centration of the solution v/as raised. However, some of the 
lowor concentrations tended to stimulate absorption. Ho 
also found that seed from tvro ears of corn gromi and liandlod 
alike varied considerably in the rate of •water abaorption. 
In detemining the relation betv/een maturity sind water 
absorption in the study presented'hero, duplicate 50 graci 
samples of air-dry corn T/ere placed in 12G i/il» of v;ater at 
room temperature. At the intervals indicated in Table VIII 
the water was drained from each sample and the excess mois-
turo removed by rubbing the kernels betiToen layers of choese-
cloth. The sample v;as then weighed. The gain was recorded 
as grams of avater absorbed* In every comparison the sample 
Imrvested in the dou^ i stage absorbed water moot rapidly in 
proportion to its original T/eight* The fully dented and the 
matui»c samples of 1929 gained at equal rates after they had 
boon immersed for ei^ t^ hours| previously the mature sample 
absorbed at a slig^ itly faier rate. In the seed of 1930 little 
difference existed in the rate of absorption between the 
three samples harvested last althou^ i^ the mature sample had 
absorbed the most at each weiring* The fully dented and 
the mature samples of 1931 vrere about equal although the 
fully dented sample consistently absorbed a slif^ itly greater 
quantity. 
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TABLE VIII# The grams of v/ater absorbed by 100 grams 
of air dry corn, aftor being immersed 1 
to 72 ho-urs. 
« 
* 
• 
Sample t 
Hours iimnersed 
1 ; « 4 ; 8 s 24 : 48 : 72 
1929 • 
Dough 16#9 23.9 34.3 45.2 62.2 77.5 81.5 
Glazo 14.7 20.4 29.2 39.0 52.9 62. 3 67.6 
Pull Dent 11.4 15.8 23.2 31.9 45.0 52.0 56a 
Mature 12,2 16.5 23.8 31.9 45.0 52.1 56. 2 
1930 
Dough 18.2 25.1 35.0 42.8 60.9 74.1 82.3 
Glaz© 12.3 16.3 23.0 30.9 44.4 53.3 58.5 
Pull Dent 11.9 16.7 23.7 32.1 45. 4 53.4 58.7 
Mature 12.7 17.8 24.9 33.2 46.1 53.8 59.1 
1931 
Dou^  15.9 22.7 31.6 42.3 58.7 73.3 81.4 
Glaz© 13»1 18.4 26.2 35.1 49.7 60.8 67.5 
Pull Dent 10,8 14.7 21.0 29.0 42.5 50.8 56.1 
Mature 10.1 13.9 19.9 27.4 40.9 49.3 54,1 
Tlio increased percentage of absorption in tho early 
picked samples may have been caused in part by the greater 
surface area esspoaed through having a larger number of kernels 
in a given weight* Thorefore^  ^by using the average \7ei(^ t 
of kernel referred to in Table II the quantity of \mtor ab­
sorbed by each individual kernel was calculated. This is 
ohoTOi in Table IX. Little difference e^ cisted in the actual 
quantity of water absorbed by tho individual kernols of the 
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different samples* However, aince the kernels harveated In 
the dou^  stage wore ligliter the quantity of water absorbed 
by each unit of solid material was greater. 
TABLE IX. Tho grams of water absorbed by one kernel 
of alr^ dry corn after being iinmorsed 1 to 
72 hours. 
;  ^ Houi-s iinmorsed 
Sample s 1: B ; 4 ; 8 : 24 : '46 ; 
1929 
Dou^  .029 .041 .059 .078 .107 ,133 .140 
Glaz© .032 .044 .063 .084 .115 .135 .146 
Pull Dent .027 .038 .055 .076 .107 .124 .133 
Mature .029 .039 .056 .075 .105 .122 .131 
1930 
Dou^  .037 .051 .071 .087 .124 .151 .168 
Glazo .036 .047 .067 .090 .129 .155 .170 
Pull Dent .033 .047 .066 .090 .127 .149 .164 
Mature . 0o4 .047 .066 .088 . 122 .142 .156 
1931 
Dou^  . 031 .045 .062 .083 .116 .144 .160 
Glaz© .034 .048 .068 .091 .129 .158 .175 
Pull Dent .034 .047 .067 .092 .135 .161 .178 
Mature .032 .044 • 064 .088 .131 .158 .173 
Sho greater attraction of a given unit of immature 
kernel for water cannot be attributed to the greater sugar 
content present. The mature sample of 1929 contained less 
sugar than the fully dented sample bxit absorbed v/ater more 
rapidly; also the glazed sample of 1930 contained tho groat-
osfc percentage of sugar of any sample of that year and ab­
sorbed most slowly. 
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Est® of "nter a^forrtton In ;)Bre«ntipe of tlr'dr? corn 
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175 Dou«h 
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full o#M 
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llttla dlffarcnoa atlatad In tba quAntlty taken up oy tba Individual karnala. 
Tlie possllDility tlmt the pericarp of the kernels har-
veated early v/as more porous than that of the fully developed 
kernel ?;as not at-udled. According to V/eatherwax (28) the 
soft starch of the endosperm has more space hetwoon Its 
granules than does the hard starch. The kernels of the early 
harvested seed contained a high©2? proportion of soft starch 
than did those liarvestcd later* If the soft starch vms 
accompanied "by a larger percentage of Intergranular space, 
this might favor a more rapid absorption of water• 
Breakdov/n 
When seed corn is iDlanted in the soil it is es;posed to 
the attack of various organisms. If the soil should be cool 
and contain m excessive quantity of moisture the processes 
of germination and growth i»rill be retarded. This gives the 
organisms a longer period of time in which to develop. A 
kernel which v/ould v/ithstand these conditions wotild be de­
sirable. Tho following study v;as mdO;, therefore, to determine 
the relative resistance to breakdown of kernels differing in 
maturity. In addition to planting kernels in soil they wore 
immersed in water and observations made at intervals. Tv/o 
factors were used as indicators of breaMown. The first v/as 
loss of viability, and the second was the quantity and com­
position of extract present in the v/ater in which the sample 
had been immersed. YJhile it is true that placing the SEsraples 
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in water v;as a more sovero troatment than thoy would havo re­
ceived. had they been placed in the soil, and is not v/holly 
comparable to seedbed conditions, yet it is bolievod that some 
indication of the relative resistance of the samples to do-
composition or brealcdovm. was obtained# 
Effect of immersion -upon viability 
Babcock (4J fornid that viable corn geminated only 60 
per cent after being immersed in 20 times its weij^ it of boiled 
water for 72 hours* Thornber (27) planted 23 kinds of seed 
in soil and kept this flooded for 30 days to represent flood 
conditions. The XTater was permitted to drain off for eight 
days after v^ hich the seed was placed in a germinator* Several 
kinda gave a rather hi^  percentage of germination. Brazil 
Flour corn v/as included but did not germinate. In studies 
preliminary to the above work A. Clark found that field 
corn germinated 15 per cent after being immersed in water for 
14 days* 
Coupln (9) immersed 25 different kinds of seed in ^ mter 
to determine how long they would remain viable. \^ en -blie 
v/ater was not changed he found the viability of maizo was not 
completely destroyed until the end of ten days. \Vhon soaked 
in running water for 24 and 48 honors he found tliat maizo 
ger^ nimted 85 and 89 per cent respectively, while in still 
Y/ator the germination was B4 and 80 per cent. Morinaga (21) 
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placed a large rmmbor of different kinds of seeds under v/ater 
and v/hile aoino kinds goniiinated,xnaizo, \'tilch germinated 100 
per cent on filter paper, did not germinate at all v/hen kept 
imnieraed. 
In our atudy 200 kernels of each sample were immersed 
in vmter for definite periods of time and then placed between 
moist blotting paper in the genninator. The percentage which 
gorininated is indicated in ^ Dable X« The check percentages were 
obtained from 600 kernels previously germinated. The gormina-
tion of the 1929 corn after having been immersed for one hour 
was equal to the check. At the end of tv/o and of four hours 
the percentage germination of the early harvested aeunplo v/as 
slightly reduced, A definite reduction in the viability of 
this sample occurred after ei^ t hours. At the end of 24 
hours its germination liad dropped to 59 per cent v;hile that 
harvested in the dou^ i stage i7as lo\'';0rod to 92 per cent. The 
fully dented and mature samples remained equal to check. At 
the end of 48 hours the percentage germination of the dou^  
stage sample had dropped to 36 and the glazed to 75. The 
fully dented sample remained very close to check while the 
percentage germination of the mature sample v/as 80 per cent. 
The same relation eaisted at the end of 72 hours, the per­
centages being 22, 56, 85, and 66. 
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TABLE X. Tho percentage gormination of 200 kernels 
aftex" being inmiersed in v/ater from 1 to 
72 hours. 
Honrs immersed 
Sample Checks 1 : 2 : 4 : 24 : 4^ : 76 
1929 
Dou^  98 97 94 95 81 59 36 22 
Glaze 98 98 98 99 97 92 75 56 
Pull Dent 99 99 99 100 100 99 96 85 
Mature 99 99 98 98 98 98 80 66 
1930 
Dou^  98 96 93 97 87 76 54 25 
Glaze 98 96 97 93 93 85 74 72 
Full Dent 97 96 99 98 98 100 91 75 
Mature 98 97 98 96 97 97 77 71 
1931 
Dou^  96 100 97 98 99 96 01 72 
Glaze 99 99 99 98 98 99 93 80 
Pull Dent 98 99 97 99 98 99 95 93 
Mature 97 95 98 94 97 97 95 87 
The trends obtained with the 1930 seed v/ere very similar 
to those of 1929. The percentage germination of th© esrlj har­
vested seed after four hoiips iminersion was normal after "being 
somevAiat lov/er at the end of two hours. The glased saii^ lQ 
dropped below the check in germination after fotir hours. At 
the end of 72 hours th© dougji stage sample gerraimted 25 per 
cent as compared v/ith 72, 75^  and 71 for the glaaed, fully 
dented, and the mature samples. 
"DougR T 
Glazo 
Full Den; 
Kature 
1930 
40' 
20^  
iCLl 
Hours immeraed "30 
Fig. 4. The germination of the samples after being 
immeraed In water different periods of time. 
The immature kernels lost their viahility 
more rapidly than those more mature. 
Tho 1931 aaraples confcinuod to give a noriaal gormination 
when Immersed for 24 hours. After boing inraersed 72 hours tho 
germination of each was loxirored but the percentage gormimtion 
vma high©3? at the end of 72 hotirs than the corresponding 
sangjlQs of either tho 1929 or 1930 seed* 
Oxygen probably v/as the limiting factor when tho kernels 
ivere immersed. Two factoi'o contributed to the e:chau3tion of 
tho oxygen siipply# The water became quite cloudy boforo the 
end of 72 hours,because of ths growth of microorganisms which 
helped deplete the oxygen siipply. This turbidity first became 
noticeable in the most irtimaturs sangale# The second factor 
contributing to the exhaustion of the oxygen supply was respira­
tion. The early loarvested kernels probably had the most rapid 
rate of respiration. The available supply of oxygen xms first 
Qjdiaustod by them, resulting in their loss of viability more 
qulclcly than the kernels harvested at a later date# 
Extract in solution after immersion 
The studies of t h© effect of immersion on viability 
indicated that when Icernels were immersed in water microorgan­
isms developed. In determining the quantity of material 
passing from the kernels into solution pi'ellminary trials 
vfere made in an attempt to inhibit the growth of these micro­
organisms, or at least to hold them to a minlram. The first 
preliminary test was made by using a solution of one part in 
—SS"* 
3000 of germasanj, a morcury cresol-aodlum cyanido compound. 
Ton 25 gram samples of oacli stage of maturity of tho 1931 
crop v/oro immorsed in 65 milliliters of tlie solution. At the 
end of 2, 8, 24, 48, and 72 hour periods tho solution v/aa re­
moved from duplicate aan^ olea. One-half was evaporated to de­
termine the quantity of solute. Tho other Imlf was used to 
determine the total percentage of reducing material "by tho 
Munson-VValker method. Fifty Icernela from each sample iirere 
placed in a germinator to determine the effect on viability. 
Tho grams of reducing material and total solute from 100 
grams of corn, together with the percentage of the kornels 
v/hich germinated at the end of each period, are given in Table 
XI, 
The quantity of reducing material was greater in the 
solution from the moat immature kernels than from the others. 
Tho second greatest quantity was in the solution from tho 
sample harvested in the glazed stage; little difference existed 
between the two more mature samples. The time of immersion 
had little effect on the germination of the four lots. 
\iniile this preliminary trial gave an indication of the 
results to he expected when comparing the samples harvested 
at different stages of maturity, it v/as felt that possibly 
toluene mlgjit be a more satisfactory substance to use for the 
purpose of inhibiting the microorganisms. In addition to 
controlling the organisms Its use did not have the dlsad-
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TABLE XI. The quantity of total material and of reduc­
ing suhstancos in the gormasan solution aftor 
tho corn had been immorsed from 2 to 72 hours# 
:Grama Reducing :^  
Hours jSubstances Cal-:6rams solute: Percentage 
Immersed:culated as jfrom 100 i Germiimtion of 
iPextrose ;Grams Corn ; Corn after Immersion 
Dough 
2 .249 »313 97 
8 .260 .306 99 
24 .247 .253 95 
48 .350 .601 95 
72 .307 .571 92 
Glazo 
2 *105 .021 97 
8 .111 .124 95 
24 .165 .1^ 9 99 
48 .179 . 233 96 
72 .163 .276 98 
3?ull Dent 
2 .042 .062 96 
8 .047 .001 95 
24 .053 .000 98 
48 .079 .144 97 
72 .113 .244 98 
Mature 
2 .030 .000 98 
8 .016 0^16 93 
24 .066 .118 95 
48 .058 .104 93 
72 .142 .313 98 
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vantage of adding a solid which v/ould again occtir as dry ma­
terial v;hen tho solution was evaporated. Conseqiiently this 
was tried in a aooond preliminary test in compariaon with a 
solution of gormasan as dGscribed "below# 
Eighteen 25-gpam samples of v/ell matured com \7ere 
immersed in 65 milliliters of water and a few drops of toluono 
added to each. Eiglitoon similar sajnples were iramersed in 
65 milliliters of a solution consisting of one pai't germasan 
to 3000 parts of distilled water# The solutions from d\ipll-
cate samples were examined at the intervals indicated in 
Table XII for reducing sul^ stances^  and total exti-act present. 
Fifty kernels of each aan^ le were used to determine the per­
centage of germinat3aa«. 
The kernels immersed in the germasan solution germinated 
99 per Gent at the end of 120 hours. The samples to whicii 
toluene was added decreased in viability, germinating only 
14 per cent at the end of 120 hours. 
The quantity of reducing material present in tho germasan 
solution reached its iimjdjmum at the end of 48 hoxirs. In the 
sample to wMch toluene was added the quantity increased 
rapidly at the end of 24 hours and continued to increase 
throughoiit the period. At all times it e^ cceedod the quantity 
in the germasan solution. 
Y/hen a foiv drops of toluene were added the viability v/aa 
destroyed more rapidly than v/ith the germasan Indicating a 
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TABLE XII* The effect upon 100 grcans of corn v/hen 
iirnnersed 120 hours in water plus toluene, 
as compared with germasan solution. 
sReduoing Substances z « 
:Calculated as • • Percentage 
Hotirs sDextrose :Total Extract : Germination 
ImmersedjToluene sGermasan sToluene : Germasan sToluene sGermasan 
1 .034 .017 .000 .017 98 99 
2 .011 .008 • Oil .000 93 99 
4 .011 .000 .032 .000 93 100 
8 .011 .017 .054 .008 84 99 
24 .062 .000 .116 .028 65 99 
48 • 148 .057 .178 .055 56 100 
72 .206 .037 .366 .035 34 100 
96 .174 .031 .317 .134 36 99 
120 .254 .028 .551 .145 14 99 
toxic offoct for the toluene. This is in agreement with an ad­
ditional test made to compare the viability of samples Immersed 
in water with and v/ithout toluene. In this test the kernels 
immersed in the water to which toluene had been added were all 
dead at the end of 72 hours. The dough stage kernels iimiiersed 
in pure w^ a^ter germinated 34 per cent as compared v/ith 83-, 98, 
and 98 for the glazed, fully dented, and mature samples 
respectively* A g3?eater quantity of extract also v/as found 
in the solution to which toluene v;as added# An appreciable 
quantity of extract did not appeal* in the germasan solution 
until the sample had "been immersed 24 hours. In the toluene 
solution a definite increase in the quantity of extract occurred 
after the kernels had been immersed for four hours* 
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Quantity of e^ cfcract. Tho preliminary expsriments indi­
cated that breakdown occurred rather rapidly when toluene v;aa 
used. It also had the advantages of evaporating without leav­
ing a residue and of controlling the microorganlsuis• There­
fore, It seemed deslrahlo to add a few drops of toluene to the 
water in whi<±i the kernels woro immersed in studying the re­
lation hetvireen maturity and the material extracted hy imnex'-
sion. Althou^  it is realized that the results obtained are 
in part resistance to toluene they represent differences due 
to maturity of the samples at the time of harvest# 
Fifty grams of each saaiple of the 1929, 1930, and 1931 
seed were iinmci»3ed in 125 ml» of water and a few drops of 
toluene added. Duplicate samples were used and the eaperimont 
repeated throe times. The results given In Table XIII are the 
means oS all repetitions. A refractometer was used to detemin© 
the quantity of material in solution. A chock reading was oT>-
tained before the corn vms immersed, and readings made at 
regular intervals. The final readings were made after tho 
kei^ nels had been immersed 72 hours*. The solution was then re­
moved and evaporated, and the weif^ t of material remaining de­
termined. The total extract secured in 72 hours \7as divided 
by the net refractometer reading at that period to establish 
a dry Diatter refractive index ratio. From this ratio the 
quantity of extract at the early readings v/as calculated. 
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TABLE XIII• G-rams of matGrial in solution for each 
100 grams of corn immersed from 1 to 
72 hours• 
Hours immersed 
Sample s 1 : 6 : 4 i 8 s M : m s 72 
1929 
Dough .390 .488 .569 .619 • 989 1.593 2.344 
Glaze • 265 .304 .346 •574 • 499 1.117 1.759 
Pull Dent • 141 .232 • 263 .26S .414 .924 1.496 
Mature • 146 .194 .248 • 248 .416 • 861 1.506 
1930 
Dougii • 384 .510 • 546 • 654 1,515 2.519 2.802 
Glase • 115 .189 .205 • 193 • 677 1.270 1.900 
Full Dent .017 • 068 • 068 . 241 .550 1.117 1.830 
Mature • 034 • 034 • 034 • 052 • 547 1.223 1.873 
1931 
Dou^  • 069 .176 • 294 • 333 .431 1.223 1.733 
Glaze .044 .071 • 177 .204 .230 .807 1.321 
Pull Dent • 055 .028 .129 • 148 • 148 .673 1.098 
Mature .058 .019 .097 .135 • 145 .735 1.161 
In each instance the greatest quantity of solute v;as 
secured from the sample harvested in the dough stage. The 
quantity of esctract from the glased, fully dented, and the 
mature samples differed little. The greatest increase in 
quantity of material ivas obtained v/hen the kernels v/ere im­
mersed from 8 to 24 hours v;ith the seed of 1929 and 1930, 
and hetween 24 and 48 hours with the 1931 seed# 
By using the kernel weight previously indicated the aver~ 
age quantity of solute extracted from one kernel was calculated. 
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These data aro given in Table XTV» Gonei'ally, moro material 
v/a!3 prosont in solution for each kornel of the dou|^  stage 
corn tlmn for the othora. Tho incroaae, hov/ever, was not so 
great aa when ejipressed on a porcentago iDasis. 
TABLE xrv. Milligrams of solids in solution for each 
kernel inunoraed from 1 to 72 hours. 
Sample 
Hours immersed 
1 i 4 s 8 : 24 : 48 5 72 
19S9 
Dough .67 .84 .98 1.06 1.70 2,73 4.02 
Glazo .57 * 66 • 75 • 81 1^ 08 2.42 3.81 
Pull Dent .34 .55 .03 • 63 .98 2.20 3.55 
Mature .34 • 45 .58 • 58 • 97 2. 01 3.52 
1930 
Dou^  .78 1^ 04 1«X1 1^ 33 3.09 4.72 5.71 
Glaae .33 • 55 .60 • 56 1.97 3.69 5.52 
Pull Dent • 05 • 19 • 19 • 67 1.54 3.12 5.11 
Mature • 09 .09 • 09 .14 1.44 3.23 4.94 
1931 
Dou^  .14 .35 .58 • 66 .85 2.41 3.41 
Glaae .11 • 18 • 46 .53 .60 2.09 3.42 
Pull Dent .18 .09 .41 • 47 • 47 2.14 3.49 
Mature • 22 • 05 .31 • 43 • 46 2.35 3.71 
These data clearly indicate that material v/as diffusing 
out of the kernels into the solution. These alao indicate that 
this movement v/as more regoid when immature kernels v;ero used, 
showing that those kernels hogan to teeak down or disintegrate 
first. 5]o douht a hi^  percentage of the kernels v/ere dead 
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at tlie end of 72 hours. Th© releasins of material into solu­
tion is probably hastened by the death of the kernel* How­
ever, to conclude that it cam© only from dead kernela ivould 
hardly be justified. It is sho^ vn in Table XII t'iat extract 
was present in the gormasan solution at the end of 24 houra 
and continued to increase until the kernels were removed at 
the ond of 120 hours, yet v/hen removed the kernels v/ere 99 per 
cent viable. V/hilo the quantity of extract present in the 
gerjuasan solution was only about one-fourth the amount proaent 
when toluone was used, nevertheless the data indicate that 
some extract vms removed from living kernels* 
Composition of extract. Babcock (4) placed corn in 20 
times its v/oight of boiled water, and changed the water six 
tiKU3S during 48 hours* The first extract reduced Fehling's 
solution to a considerable degree, each subsequent extract 
less -» the last hardly at all. 
In experiments herein reported a partial determination 
of the composition of the material in solution was made in 
the follo\7ing manner. Duplicate 25-gram samples of grain 
were immersed in 65 ml. of water and a few drops of toluene 
added. The solution was removed from duplicate samples after 
Ij, 8, and 72 hours. One-half of the solution was evaporated 
for total dry matter. The other half was used to determino 
the quantity of reducing and total sugars according to the 
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M'im3on~Y/alker mQtlioti. Table XV Indicabos tlio grams of re­
ducing and of total sut^ ars obtained "by immerging 100 grams 
of corn. 
TADIE XV. Grains of reducing and of total sugar cal­
culated as dextrose, in solution for each 
100 grams of corn wlien iranersed 1, 8, and 
72 lioura. 
Hours 
lienor sed 
1929 
• 
J 1950 : 1931 
Reducins: Total :Heduclng: Total jReducinf;; Total 
Dough 
1 .242 .343 .200 .268 .116 .144 
8 • 333 .357 .316 .312 .240 .272 
72 1.088 1.080 .800 .824 1.560 1.560 
(ilazo 
1 «©72 .088 .096 •ISO .080 .072 
8 el04 .096 .204 .196 .156 .188 
7S .864 .864 .916 .940 l.ol2 1.208 
Full Dent 
1 .024 .044 .040 .036 .020 .024 
8 .052 .048 .092 .092 .040 .064 
72 .552 .580 .736 .756 1.208 1.228 
Mature 
1 .028 .040 .040 .040 .000 .000 
8 .040 .036 .044 .060 .012 .048 
72 .656 .704 ,772 .7M 1.292 1.220 
The quantity of sugar present Increased directly with tlie 
time of linmorslon. The greatest quantity was alv;ays found in 
the solution from the dough stage corn. The second largest 
quantity v;as in the extract from the glazed sample* At the 
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ond of 72 lioxirs the quantity from the mature X929 sample was 
greater than from that fully dCented# Little difference existed 
"betTjeen those two in the 19S0 and 1931 samples# 
It has "been shovm pre^ i oualy that the greater portion of 
the sugar present in the air dry kernel was non-reducinG. Hon-
reducing sugars were not present in the solution in which the 
kernels had "been soaked for 72 hours, thus suggesting that a 
portion of the non-reducing sugars v/ere hydrolsyod to simpler 
compounds upon passing into the solution, or wliile remaining 
in the v/ater soalced kernel. The quantity of reducing ar^  non-
reducing sugars in the soaked lismels was determined as shov/n 
in 'fable 3CVI» The data indicate that a relatively small pro­
portion of the sugar remaining in the kernel was non-reducingo 
By comparing the sum of the sugars found in the solution plus 
that in the soalced kernel, with the quantity found in the air-
dry corn the degree of change from non-reducing to reducing 
sugars can be observed, The quantity of reducing sugars 
gained, practically equals the quantity of non-reducing sugars 
lost# The greatest discrepancy between the two occurred in 
the fully dented sample of 1929 in which the gain in reducing 
sugars accounts only for about 75 per cent of the non-reduc-
ing sugars lost# These flares suggest that hydrolysis of 
non-2>educlng sugars had a greater influenco upon the carbohy­
drate picture than either digestion of starch or respiration. 
Possibly the poor aeration T/ithin the immersed kernels re­
duced the digestion and respiration rates. The greater proportion 
It 
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TABLE XVI« Tho reduction of sugars as a result of 
imraorsing corn in water 72 hours. Sugars 
esqprosaed in percentago of corn usad. 
4 
« 
1929 : 1930 : 1931 
He- ! Hon-re~s Re- i Mcai-re-; Re- ! Non-Re-
ducing: du cing: du cing s du c ing s ducingjducing 
Dou^  
Air-dry corn • 324 1.632 .276 1.460 • 190 2.065 
(A)Solutlon 1.088 .000 .800 .024 1.560 .000 
(B)3jnmersed kernels .815 .100 1.010 .115 .720 .115 
Total A + B 1.903 • 100 1.810 .139 2.280 .115 
Gain 1.579 1.534 2.090 
Loss 1.532 1.321 1.950 
Glazo 
Air-dry corn .192 1.544 .196 1.624 • 155 1.800 
(A)Solution • 864 .000 .916 .024 1.312 .000 
(B)Iinmer3ed kernels .685 .065 .545 .225 .615 .085 
Total A + B 1.549 .065 1.461 • 249 1.927 • 085 
Gain 1.357 1.265 1.772 
Loss 1.479 1.375 1.715 
Pull Dent 
Air-dry corn • 092 1,520 .136 1.440 .015 1.795 
(A) Solution .552 • 028 .736 .000 1.208 .020 
(B) Immersed kernels .475 .150 .750 .165 • 505 .090 
Total A + B 1.027 .178 1.486 • 165 1.713 • 110 
Gain .935 1.350 1.698 
Loss 1.342 1.275 1.685 
Mature 
Air-dry corn .076 1.284 • 167 1.413 .030 1.750 
(A)Solution • 656 .048 .772 .000 1.292 .000 
(B)Iimnorsed kernels .525 • 115 .545 .180 .400 .090 
Total A + B 1.181 .163 1.317 .180 1.692 .090 
Gain 1.105 1.150 1.662 
Loss 1.121 1.233 1.660 
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Of reducing sugars in aolution when compared v/lfch that in tho 
kernel may be explained, in part at least, "by asauining that 
the smaller molecules of these sugars penetrated the pericarp 
of the kernel more readily# 
In oight out of nino comparisons in Table XVII a greater 
percentage of the extract from the iiamattire kernels v;as re­
ducing material than from those more mature. The percontago 
of solute which was reducing substances varied little with the 
time inmiersed* The solute from the mature sample of 1931 con­
tained no reducing substances after being immersed one hour 
but was more than half reducing material at the end of 72 hoursi 
TABLE XVII* The percentage of extracted material wMch 
v/as reducing and also total sugars* 
"" 
Sample ;Reduoingi Total ?Reducing: Totaf ^'Reducing: Total" 
Dou^ i 
Glaao 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
Dou^  
Glaze 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
D&u^  
GlaZG 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
60.96 
39.13 
23.30 
35.44 
61.90 
50.24 
52.53 
51.95 
50.79 
46.78 
49,55 
47.81 
86,40 
47.83 
42.72 
50.63 
One Ho'ur 
50.25 
47.52 
32.00 
29.41 
67.34 
67.33 
28.80 
29.41 
65.38 
46.38 
48.48 
46,75 
Eight Hours 
58.30 
57.96 
62.16 
30.34 
57.56 
55.68 
62.16 
41.38 
Seventy-two HOVLTS 
50.42 
46.78 
52.06 
51.31 
54.16 
60.99 
53.80 
55.90 
55.79 
62.58 
55.26 
53.87 
87.61 
40.00 
16.03 
0.00 
65.22 
65.33 
52.63 
25.64 
61,79 
63.36 
56.95 
55. 69 
108,76 
72.00 
38.46 
0.00 
73.91 
78.73 
84,21 
10,26 
61,79 
58.33 
57.89 
52.59 

•"46"* 
It was apparent that substances other than ougars xier& 
present in the solTition. Thorefor<3, a second set of solutions 
v/as obtained in the same manner as previously described* The 
quantity of total nitrogen in tlio a econd sot v;as deterininod 
by the Kjeldalil method* The e::ttract from corn harvested in 
the dougii stage had more milligrams of nitrogen at 1, at 8, 
and at 72 hom^ s than the others. V/ith tv/o exceptions, the 
solutions from the mature samples contained the smallest quan­
tity of nitrogen. The quantity present increased as the xDeriod 
of iinniersion was extended. 
TA13LE XVIII. Milligrams of nitrogen extracted from 25 
grams of corn when iaimorsed 1, 8^  and 72 
hours. 
Sample 
Ho'ors immersed 
s "TS" 
Dough 
Glaze 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
Dough 
Glaze 
Fall Dent 
Mature 
Dou^  
Glaze 
Full Dent 
Mature 
2.736 
1.026 
1.680 
•280 
1.752 
1.162 
.780 
.774 
1.026 
.712 
.452 
.178 
1929 
6.430 
1.040 
1.43Q, 
.958 
1930 
2.626 
1.752 
1.162 
.794 
1931 
2.804 
1.506 
1.368 
.616 
17.978 
8.812 
6.868 
6.594 
11.780 
8.948 
7.840 
7.976 
10.946 
8.072 
5.638 
7.826 
?0 
Dou^n 
Glaze 
Full Dent 
Mature 
30 ttO 50 
Hours iB'sereed in water 
10 
30 UO 50 
Hours lanersed In water 
60 70 
a 
<2 I 
rig. 7- The mllllgTiune of nltrogan In th« eolution after 100 groas of air dry 
corn wBB lorsereed 1, 6 and 72 noure. Each year tbe greatest quantity 
«aa extracted from the dough stage aanple. 
Diastasio Activity 
Taaciior and Dvincan (26) when using tmgomlnafced corn 
found little difference 'betYroen the activity of tlie starch, 
dissolving enzymos in horny and floury corn, however, thics 
activity vras greater for iimnature than for mature corn* 
\^ 'hen germinated corn was tised no difference was found in the 
diaataaic activity of the mature and immature corn. Hoimy 
kernels appeared to have a more active diastase than floury 
corn. A smaller quantity of reducing sugars was fovind in 
the germinated horny kernels tlian in those which were floury, 
indicating that the sugars v^ ere formed more slov/ly or vrere 
used more rapidly by the seedlings* 
Brenchley (7) found that the dkstasic activity of the 
"barley kernel Increased for 24 to 33 days after fertilization, 
depending upon the variety, after which time it decreased 
rapidly for a few days, followed in turn hy a constant activity, 
Pickler (22) concluded that the diastase formed in the 
barley grain increased v/ith the water content. He further 
concluded that the rate of formation of diastase was also in­
fluenced by temperature but not to as great an extent as "by 
the moisture content. 
The following study was made to determine the relative 
activliTy of the diastase of the different samples. Two gram 
49' 
aan^ los of finely ground, air-dry corn wore used. These v;ere 
placed in flasks to wMch fifty ml. of a 0.2 pes? cent staroh 
solution was added, and tiie samples incubated at 40 degrees 
Centigrade for three hours. Upon removal from the incubator 
thoy were brought to a boil to prevent further diastasic 
activity. The milligrams of reducing substances present were 
determined by the Munson-Walker method. Check samples were 
treated in the same manner, excejt that thoy wore brought to 
a boil before placing in the incubator. The quantity of re­
ducing substances found in the check sample was subtracted 
from the total and the remaindor assumed to be formed by the 
diastase present in the t?/o grams of corn. The milligrams 
formed are Indicated In Table XIX. 
TABLE XIX. The milligrams of reducing substances, cal­
culated as deactrosQ, formed by two grams 
and by 10 kernels whien incubated for three 
hoiirs. 
Sample 1929 1930 1931 
Milligrams formed by two grans 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
Dou^  
Glaze 
87.0 
24.5 
14.0 
12.5 
32.5 
23.0 
10.5 
16.0 
24. 5 
21.8 
20.0 
24.0 
Milligrams formed by ten kernels 
Dou^  
Glaze 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
23*2 
26.5 
16.6 
14.6 
33.x 
33.4 
14.7 
21.1 
24.1 
28.S 
31.7 
38.3 
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Fig. g. Uiiiigrajna of reducing aubstonoes formed by 
two grams of dry corn and also by 10 kernels 
in three hours time. 
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A direct decrease in diaatasic activity for each unit 
of meal occurred as the samples became more mature, with the 
exception of the mature samples of 1930 and 1931, wlilch gave 
evidence of greater activity than the fully dented kernels. 
The greater diastasic activity of the immature kernels may 
have "been caused in part by the greater number of kernels in 
two graius resulting in a smaller proportion of endosperm. 
Consequently the quantity of reducing material produced by 
ten kernels was calculated® This did not entirely substantiate 
the above assumption. In the 1929 and 1930 seed the dough and 
glazed samples had greater diastasic activity for a given num­
ber of kernels than did the fully dented and mature samples. 
In 1931 the reverse was true. 
Plant Development 
Some advantages might be expected from seedlings that 
begin to grow vigorously and proceed at a rapid rate until they 
become well established. Such seedlings are not as likely to 
be injured by seedling disease organisms as those which start 
slov/ly and do not develop at a maximum rate. A study, there­
fore, v/as made of the rapidity of early development by plants 
from the kernels harvested at different stages of maturity. 
Dungan (11), at the Illinois Agricultural Experiment 
Station, found that the radicle of the more immature kernels 
Percentage of moisture at harvest 
Flg.g, The percentage of viable kernels In which the radicle 
hnd broken throuRh the hull 3't hours after placing In 
the Rermlnntor. 
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appeai-'ed more rapidly than of fclie mat-ure kernels, but that 
tho percontagG of goi-^ niination of the mature kernels v/as great­
est at the ond of four days# Mien a cougarioon vreis Loade 
of the rapidity of germination of saraplea stored v;ith 6,1, 
12»6 and 19.2 percentage of moisture, the hi^  moisture kernels 
germinated most rapidly at 20 and 25 degrees Centigrade# At 
50 degrees Centigrade little difference existed. High pro­
tein corn v/ith a Imrd, vitreous texture v;as slower to start 
gerraiimting at 20 degrees Centigrade than the more starchy, 
low protein corn. At 25 and 30 degrees Centigrade little dif­
ference was noted. The seedlings of the hi^ er protein corn 
were 86 per cent longer at 30 degrees, and 53 per cent longer 
at 25 degrees, than those of low protein corn grov/n at equal 
temperatures. Tascher and I>ungan (26) found that immature 
kernels produced a greater percentage of radiclea in 48 hours 
than mature kernels. In the same length of time the roverao 
was true with the plumules produced. Briggs (8) found that 
more than half the immature kernels of wheat had germinated 
in 30 hours as compared with none of those fully matured. 
The early development of the seedlings in our essporiments 
was studied in a Minnesota germinator in v/hich the shelf was 
covered with blotting paper. The kernels were placed between 
tv/o additional layers of blotting paper. Such an arrangement 
supplied the kernels with a uniform quantity of moisture. Ho 
variation was observed in the rapidity of germination in dif­
ferent parts of the germinator^  However, with each replication 
the kernels v/ero shifted fi-'om one aide to the other to pre­
vent any systematic error vfiiich have occiirrod. 
The first obsoi'vatlonD v;ero made after the kernels liad 
"been in the gorminatox' 34 hours, when the porcontage of 
kernels with the radicle emerged was determined# Any radicle 
through the pericarp was considered to he emerged. More than 
700 viable kernels of the 1929 and 1931 seed and more than 
600 of that of 19S0 v;ero used. 
Eightysix per cent of the viable kernels in the dox;^  
stage corn of 1929 had the radicle emerged in 34 hours* Tho 
percentage onerged in the glazed, fully dented and mature 
seed was 68, 65^  and 69 rospectively» The dough stage corn 
of 1930 had 66 per cent of the radicles emerged in 34 hoursj 
while the glazed, fully dented and mature samples had 32, 28^ , 
and 25 per cent. Pifty-tv/o per cent of the most iiTEnatiire 
kernels of 1931 had the radicle emerged while 33 per cent of 
the glazed'.and 19 per cent of both the fully dented and mature 
were through the pericarp. These data are given in Table XX. 
They indicate that the iirmiature kernels started gernilnating 
more rapidly than those more fully developed. 
Previous data Indicated that v/ater vms absorbed more 
rapidly by the imniature kernels, in proportion to their weight. 
This may pex'Eit an earlier hydrolysis of stored food supplies. 
With the ozception of 1931 the diastase In the ±mmatuj?e kernels 
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TABLE XX. The porcentng© of tho viable kernela from 
v/hlch the radicle had ©merged M hourci 
after placing in the germinator. 
; 1929 ; 1950 ; 1951 
; V I'ablG i It'orcent sViabl'o"Per cent: Viable : Per cent 
Sample :IIernels sEmerged sXernelg ;Emerged; Kernel a tEtnergod 
Dotigh 
Glaso 
Pull 33cnt 
Mati;ire 
7S8 86 613 66 717 52 
749 68 680 52 757 53 
749 65 620 28 754 19 
746 69 615 25 727 19 
vsxs more active than in tho others. It was also foiuid that 
the percentage of stigar was greater in tho immature kernels 
than in those harvested at a later date. This additional 
supply of readily available food together with the more rapid 
\7ater absorption and greater dlastasic activity ho doubt con­
tributed to the rapid gormination. 
Seedling Development 
Inasaiuch as the germinating processes began more quickly 
with the iramatiire than v;lth the mature seed the next study 
VI&3 that of th© relative development of the seedlings follow­
ing tho emergence of the radicle. 
Taschor and Dungan (26) concluded that after being in 
the gorminator seven days the ?/ei^ t of the seedling and re-
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f ig.  10. Total  dry ««lght or ••ediifkTa after 
being In the eenalDntor two, three, four, 
f ive ami • Ix da/».  
3 Oeyi in geralnator 5 
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mainlnf^ endosperm increased livith tho mattirifcy of ttio coi-n 
seed. They found the weight of the seedlizig to equal 21*59 
per cent of the imaature air-dry kernel v/eight aiod 15.68 
per cent of the mature kernel. They found little differonco 
in the efficiency of the ininiab-ure and mature kernels for pro­
ducing seedliniis when based upon the differences in v/eight of 
the oi'iginal kernel and the kernel residue. Further com-
parisona indicated that the aeedlijsgs of horny corn 'srere 
heavier in comparison with, the original kernel T;eight than, 
Y;ith floury corn. When samples of the same variety contain"^  
ing different proportions of soft starch, were used those more 
liox^ y produced the heaviest seedlings, A direct relation "sms 
found between raattirity and seedling wei^ t. 
In the results presented here the total dry seedling 
•BTsight from 150 kernels was obtained at dally intervals be-
ginning vjhen they had been in the germinator 48 hours. The 
wei^ t of the seedlings from the dou^  stage corn of 19S9 
v/as lifter than from the other samples at each tiei^ i^ng. Con­
sistent differences did not exist between the three more 
fully developed samples# 
The seedlings of the dough stage corn of 1930 were the 
heaviest at the end of both the second and third day. At 
the end of the fourth day the seedlings from the fully dented 
keriaels weighed more than the seedlin::s3 from the corn first 
harvested. At the end of five and of six days the seedling 
—SB*" 
weight of tiio dou^  stago samplo was llgSiter than that of 
tho other three aamplos. In the aoed of 1931 the weight of 
the soodllngs from the dotigh stage sample was gpoator than 
the othora at the ond of tY/o days. At tho end of three days 
the seedlings from the mature sample v/ere the lightest. Tho 
seedlings from the dough stage and fully dented samples israro 
equal and lightest at the and of the fourth day. At the end 
of five and six days the seedlings from the glazed, fully 
dented, and the mature samples had surpassed those of the 
dou^  stage corn. 
These data indicate that while the seedling wei^ t Trosi 
the more immature kernels may be equal to or greater than the 
others for two and three days time they ar© surpassed in 
grovrth by the others in from foiir to fivG days* 
Relative radicle and plumule devolopment 
Tho seedlinc^ s previously referred to wore separated into 
radicle smd plumule stnd the dry weight of each obtained* The 
separation was made at the point of attachment to the seu-
tellum. 
Tho dry weight of the pluniules after tho kernels had been 
in the gei^ aiinator two, threoj» four, five and six days is given 
in Table XXI. The tops of the dou^  stage seedlings of 19S9 
those 
v;ero always lifter than/fi'om the other samples. In the seed 
of 1930 and 1931 the tops from the dough stage seed v/ere the 
«.59~ 
TABLE XXI, The dry weight in grama of the total aeedlin, 
also roots from 150 kernels two^ three, four 
days after placing in the gerrainator. 
: : 
Sample Two Days : Three Davs 
I 1939 i 1950 I Igigr*: 19^9 ; 1930 s 1931 
gour Days 
1939 { 1930 : 1931 
Total Weight of gee^lnKS 
Dough 1.03 .85 .88 3.59 2.20 1.74 3,58 3.31 2.76 
dlazG 1.11 .71 .81 3.78 3.08 1.79 4.39 3.24 2.93 
Full Dent 1.19 .73 .73 3. OS 1.93 I.l9 4.93 3.45 2.74 
Mature 1,39 ,S8 .87 3.08 1,81 l.SO 4.68 3.04 2.80 
Weight of ima n—nwi Tot) a 
Dough .29 .25 • 39 .90 .69 ,52 1.40 1.12 ,98 
Qlaze ,30 .33 .87 ,95 .64 ,48 i;68 1.02 .90 
Full Dent .32 .23 .25 1.03 .62 .47 3.00 1.10 ,72 
Mature ,34 .21 ,34 1.07 .56 .43 1.91 .94 .80 
Weight of Roots 
Dough .77 .SO ,57 1.09 1.51 1.21 2, IS 2.19 1,78 
Qlase .81 .49 ,54 1.83 1.44 1.31 2.71 2.22 3.03 
Full Dent .87 .50 ,48 2.03 1.31 1.32 2.93 2.35 3.02 
Mature .96 .45 ,43 2.01 1.35 1.07 2.77 2.10 2.00 

weight in grams of the total seedlings, the tops, and 
ts from 150 kernels two, three, four, five, and six 
er placing In the germlnator. 
Three Days Four Days Lve Days Six Days 
Id : 1930 : 1931 1939 t 1930 : 1931 1939 : 1930 5 1.931 5 l93'9^ i 1930 : 1931 
Total Wele;ht of Seedllnas 
id S.20 1.74 3.58 3.31 3.76 4.86 3.97 4.41 5.77 5.34 6.09 
'8 3.08 1.79 4.39 3.34 3.93 S.78 4.90 5.33 7.01 6.73 6.86 )6 1.93 l.f9 4.93 3.45 3.74 6.31 5.13 5. SO 8.33 6.97 7.36 )8 1.81 i.io 4.68 3.04 3.80 6.93 4.08 5.09 8.48 6.05 7.04 
Welfi^ht of Tons 
30 .89 .53 1.40 1.13 .98 3» 34 1.49 1.84 3.95 3.33 3.09 
35 • 64 .48 1168 1.03 .90 3.30 X. 88 3.03 3.38 3.60 3.35 )3 .63 .47 s.oo 1.10 .73 3.06 1.97 1.93 4.07 3.83 3.31 
37 .59 .43 1.91 .94 .80 3.39 1.53 1.81 4.33 3.43 3.07 
Weight of Roots 
39 1.51 1.31 3.18 3.19 1,78 3.53 3.48 3.57 2.83 3.01 3.00 
33 1.4A 1.31 3.71 3.33 3.03 3.48 3.03 3.31 S.63 4.13 3.61 
03 1.31 1.33 3.93 3.35 3.03 3.35 3.15 3.67 4.35 4.14 4.05 
01 1.25 1.07 3.77 3.10 3.00 3.54 3.55 3.38 4.16 3.63 3.97 
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Weight of tops leii^ht of roota 
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Dfivs in p^rwlnRtor Days la ger^lnetor 
rig. 11. The drj weight of tope and of rooti of eeedlln^a after 
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a
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heaviest at the end of two, three, aiid fo-ur dayso At the 
end of flvo and of six days the weight of the tops from the 
glassed, fully dented, ani the mature samples load surpassed 
those from the dough stage corn vfith the exception of the 
mature seed of 19S1 which r emalned about equal. These data 
indicate that while tho relative wel^ at of the plumule from 
the immature kernels tended to "be greatest for the first three 
days, tho weights equalized at the end of four days, and that 
of tho mature kernels exceedod that of the immature kernels 
at the end of five days. 
The dry v/eight of the roots is given in Table XXI. 
The root weight's agree very closely v/ith tho top vjei^ ts. 
Tho root v/eight from the dou^  stage corn of 1929 was less at 
each weighing than that of any of the san^ los harvested later. 
The gain in \7ei^ t of the roots from the dou^  stage corn was 
not as rapid the fotirth, fifth, and sixth days as from the 
other throe samples. The roots of tho dou^  stage corn of 
1930 were heavier at the end of two and of three days than 
those from the more mature samples. At the end of tho fourth 
day the roots of the dou^ i stage corn had been surpassed by 
those of the glazed and fully dented samples. At t ho end of 
five and of six days the v/elght of roots of alsl the other 
lots v;a3 greater than that of the early picked seed. The 
seedlings from the dou^  stage corn in 1931 had the heaviest 
root development at the end of two days but at tho end of 
-63-
throe days the seedlings from tho gla:::ed and fully dented 
samples had a-urpasaed them. At tho end of four, five, and six 
days tho seedlings from the do-u^ i^ stage kemols liad the 
lightest roots. Although the seedlings from the immature 
kernels had tho greatest root dcArelopment at first the ad­
vantage thus gained was regained for only about three days. 
The early groivth of the 1'j29 seed corn, an early maturing 
variety, seems to be more rapid than for the seed used in 1930 
and 1931. A greater percenbage of the kernels had the radicle 
emerged In 34 hours time than v/as true with the seed of the 
tv/o later years. Ighe study of top, root, and total seedling 
weights Indicate that the development of the seedling of th© 
dough stage corn had already been surpassed by the more mature 
samples in two days v/hile this did not occur v/ith the 1930 
and 1931 seed until the end of the third and fourth days. 
As was to be e^ jpected, in all cases the proportion of 
top to root incr^ eased each of the six days in the germinator. 
In 1929 tho increase was from 27 to 50 per cent» In 1930 
the proportion increased from 31 to 41 per cent. In 1931 the 
gain was from 34 to 47 per cent. 
Percentage of Kernel V/eight Lost 
At the time of v/eigliing the seedlings the weights of the 
kernel residues v;ere also obtained. These, plus tho dry v;elgpat 
of the seedlings were subtracted from tho dry weights of the 
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TABLS XXII, The percentage of the seedling which was top and » 
centage of the original kernel weight lost after h 
mlnator two, three, four, five and six days. 
Sample 
: 1930 : 1929 : 1930 8 1931' *! i9^9' : 1930 ! 1931'^ 
Top 
Dough 27 30 34 35 32 30 39 34 36 48 
Olaze 27 31 33 34 31 27 38 31 31 49 
Full Dent 27 32 34 34 32 26 41 32 26 48 
Mature 2S 32 36 35 31 29 41 31 29 49 
Root 
Dough 73 70 66 65 68 70 61 66 @4 52 
Qlaze 7S 69 67 66 69 73 62 69 69 51 
Full Dent 73 68 66 66 68 74 59 68 74 52 
Mature 74 38 64 65 69 71 59 69 71 51 
Percentage of Original Kernel Weight Lot 
Dough 3.38 2.94 2.91 7.61 5.64 5.11 13.59 10.22 7.83 23.2( 
Glaze 4.23 2.84 2.38 7.23 3.90 4.56 7.72 8.20 7,10 14.0; 
Full Dent 3.17 4.08 1.49 6.40 3.84 3.33 , 9.03 6.83 3.68 17.8i 
Mature 4.09 1.75 1.34 6.98 4.60 4,53 9.68 7.38 1.33 19.5i 

percentage of the seedling which was top and root and the pep-
tag® of the original kernel weight lost after being in the ger-
ator two, three, four^ five and six days. 
Three i , „ , your, .^ 1.v,q. S^y,g ! . Slac, Days , , ., 
19^9 ; 1930 i i9gl l 1929 i 1920 ; 1931 ! 1939 ; 19S0 i 1931 8 1939 i l^gO ; 1^ 
Top 
35 32 30 39 34 36 48 38 43 51 44 51 
34 31 27 38 31 31 49 38 39 48 39 47 
34 32 26 41 . 32 26 48 38 34 49 41 44 
35 31 29 41 31 29 49 37 36 51 40 44 
gtoot 
65 68 70 61 66 64 52 62 58 49 56 49 
66 69 73 62 69 69 51 62 61 52 61 53 
66 68 74 59 68 74 52 62 66 51 59 56 
65 69 71 59 69 71 51 63 64 49 60 56 
peviientage of Original Kernel Weight Lost 
7.61 5.64 5.11 13.59 10.S3 7.83 23.20 15.27 14.67 25.71 22.60 
7.23 3.90 4.56 7.72 8.20 7.10 14.02 12.89 12.96 20.95 19.15 
6.40 3.84 3.33 . 9.03 3.83 3.68 17.88 12.65 8.37 18.60 16.79 
6.96 4.60 4.53 9.68 7.38 1.33 19.56 16.46 7.06 19.73 18.14 
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Fig. 13. The percentage of the original kernel 
weight 1--- ", 
the immature 1 
lost by respiration was greater for 
Kernels than for those harvested 
h:
at a later date when grown In the germinator 
for two to six days. 
original kernels. Tiia percentage of the original kernel \«;Gi(^ t 
lost, mainly by respiration, was calculated. In no case did 
consistent differences exist bet^ 'ireen the different samploa In 
percentage of kernel lost by respiration at tho ond of t lie 
second day# For the remainder of the period the loss v;as 
greatest for the dough atage aainplea, with the oxeeption of 
the fifth day for 1930. Tho tendency for the itmiiature kernels 
to lose weiglit most rapidly may be accounted for by tlios© 
factoi'a which atimulato early growth, such as rapid water 
absorption, a hi^ ier porcentage of sugars, and a iiioro activo 
diastase. 
Early Grov/th in Groonhous© 
The next comparison of the rapidity of grovrth of the 
different samples was to determine from which seed sprouts 
vrould first emerge at the surface of the soil# She same samples 
as previously described were used for 1931. For the 1950 seed 
it was necessary to use kernels which were harvested in the 
same place and manner' but which load bi?©ix stored under differ­
ent conditions. The seed for 1929 v/as not included. One~ 
hundred kernels wore planted in a greenhbuse flat at a uni­
form depth of one and ono-half inches in soil containing a 
hi^ i percentage of organic matter. This was repeated three 
times. Tho temperattiro v/as approximately 70 degrees Fahron-
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heit. The ntunber of plants emerged tlirou^  ^the sdL at the 
end of 16 days was considered ao 100 per cent* The nuKiber 
of plants emerging each day was counted as recorded in Table 
XXIII and Figure 14. In each instance the plants from the 
dough stage seed were the slov/est to emerge. The maximum vma 
reached at the end of 15 days for the matiupo 1930 seed. For 
the 1931 seed the maximum nuniber of seedlings from the mature 
seed were tlirough the surface at the end of 10 days. These 
data agree with those previously noted. The more immature 
ternels probably started to germinate first but were over­
taken in a few days by the seedlings from the more mature 
kernels• 
In the last replication the plants were cut off at the 
surface of the soil on the 16th day, placed in an oven, and 
dried to a moisture-free basis. The mean wei^ t of each plant 
was then calculated as given in Table XXIV. For seed of both 
years a direct increase in plant xrei^ it was found for the 
more mature seed. 
Rapidity of Growth in the Field 
Hughes (16) observed that plants from horny kernels mde 
a more rapid grov/th after appearing above the s^ r^face of tiie 
soil than those from starchy kernels. Harlan (15) found that 
plants grovm from kernels of barley harvested six days after 
fertilisation were very slender and the leaves very smcJLl. 
TABIE XXIII Tlae percentage of the growing kernels V7hich 
were throu^ the siirfacs of the soil on dif­
ferent days after planting In the greenhouse# 
D a y s  a f t e r  P l a n t i n g  
Sample 8 10 : 11 12 13 14 15 
:PercGnt-
jage of 
I planted 
:kernels 
;;vhieh 
16 ?emerged 
1930 
Dou^  0.0 10.4 31.7 49.2 75.4 86.9 90.2 92.9 95,6 98.4 100.0 100,0 61 
Glazo 0.0 17.6 43.9 58.4 81.9 89.6 93.2 95,5 98,2 98.6 99.5 100,0 74 
Pull Dent 2.6 29.3 54,5 71,1 96.2 98. S 98.9 99,6 99,6 99.6 100,0 100.0 89 
Mature 1.4 40. 4 58.8 74.7 94.9 98.2 98.2 98,6 98.6 99.6 100.0 100.0 02 
1931 
Dough. 0,0 31.3 55,1 73,4 88.8 94.9 98,1 98.6 99,5 100,0 100.0 100.0 71 
Glaze 0,0 42.7 63.1 82.8 93.9 98,2 98,6 98,9 99,3 100,0 100,0 100.0 93 
Pull Dent 0.0 45.6 69.7 93.6 99.6 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 94 
Mature 0.4 45.6 71.5 90.7 99.3 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 93 
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(liruuga 
Dough  
1930 
f i r -  The  I sn sB iu r*  ke rne l s  c an e  ; r . r ou rn  t h r  
su r f ace  o f  t he  ao l l  e l oBe r  t ann  (he  
a a iu r e  k e r n e l s ,  l l k av i s e  t he  t o t a l  p i - r -
e en t a^ e  coa tn f^  tR rou i^n  was  l ove r .  
Oafs after planting 
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TABLE XXIV. Tho dry woighfc in grams of aoedllng 
tops 16 days after planting in tlio 
groenhouse. 
• 
• 1930 1931 
• : Mean I Mean 
• Ko. : Plant Ho. s Plant 
SatniDle : Plants : V/ei^ it Plant s : Wei^ it 
Dou#i 66 .0623 81 .0719 
Glaze 77 • 0714 95 .0905 
Pull Dent 90 .0894 93 .1231 
Mature 92 .1049 89 .1112 
Tho mature plants were not as rohust as those groim from 
fully developed kernels. The seedlings became more vigorous 
as the seed from which they were grovjn became more fully de-
veloped# 
The third study of the relative growth of the seedlings 
from the different samples was made in the field the spring 
followingi its selection. The height of the plants at stated 
intervals was measured. The first measurement was made 21 
days after planting. The heigjit aa reported in Table XXV 
was measured by stretching the leaves their full length. 
Each year tho plants from the dou^  stage sample were the 
shortest 21 days after planting. The plants from the glazed 
seed of 1929 were shorter than from the fully dented and the 
mature samples. The plants from the ^ azed seed of 1930 \7ere 
the hlgjiest, followed by plants from the fully dented and 
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TABLE }^ XV« Plant liel^ t in centlmetera, 21, 31, 41, 
and 51 days after planting in the field. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
19S9 ; 
• 
1930 : 1931 
• 
« Mo. i Mean ; No. ; Mean : 1^ 10. s Mean 
Sample s Hills s Heif^ it: Hills J Hei?7^ it; Hills s Hoii^ t 
Twenty-one Days after Planting 
Dou^  80 15.0 89 12.0 139 19.1 
G'laZQ 80 17.1 95 14.5 142 21.1 
Pull Dent 80 18.3 95 14.1 139 22.7 
Mature 80 18.6 96 14.0 140 22.1 
Thirty-one Days after Planting 
Dou^  80 26.1 90 22.3 135 51.0 
Glaz© 80 29.7 95 26.3 141 54.4 
Pull Dent 80 31.0 93 25.9 137 58.7 
Mature 80 31.2 96 24.6 137 57.3 
Porty-one Days aft01" Planting 
Dou^  80 60.1 90 44.5 134 98.8 
Olase 80 67.8 95 51,7 141 101.0 
Pull Dent 80 71.7 93 52.6 136 107.4 
Mature 80 69.5 96 50.4 136 105.9 
Pifty-one Days after Planting; 
Dou^  80 106.7 89 92.7 133 144.4 
Glaiso 80 116.3 95 101.4 139 146.0 
Pull Dent 80 122.8 93 99.0 136 152.4 
Mature 80 119.1 95 98.4 136 150.4 
mature seed. With the exception of the mature sample the 
plants from the 1931 seed increased in height as the seed 
v/as more mature at harvest. 
The plants were again measured 31 days after planting. 
The measurements were taken in the same manner as at the end 
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of 21 days. lai each Inatance the plants from tho most Im­
mature seed T/rer© the shortest* The plarita from the niatrire 
seed of 1929 were the highest. The plants from the glased 
seed of 1930 vjore the tallest. 
\i/hen the measurements were made 41 days after planting 
the plants from the most immature seed v/ere the shortest each 
year. The plants from the seed of both 1930 and 1931 in­
creased in height as the amount of moisture in the seed at 
harvest decreased, iiTith the exception of tho mature seed, 
which produced shorter plants than the fully dented seed in 
each instance. 
Y/ith the exception of the glazed, and fully dented 
samples of 1930 the same relation in height existed between 
the different lots 51 days after planting as existed at the 
end of 41 days. 
To determine whetlier or not the greater height at tho 
time of measuring was caused by slov/er development or by the 
initial smaller growth, the data in Table XXVI are presented. 
They indicate the centimeters of growth made by the different 
samples during each 10 day period, in the field together with 
the growth made tho first 21 days after planting. The growth 
made tho first 21 days is roughly comparable Virith tho other 
gro\7th periods inaamucli as approximately the first half of the 
period was utilised In reaclilng tho surface of the soil. All 
plants did not emerge at tho same time, consequently the number 
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TABLE XXVIa The growtli in centimeters made in 
definite periods of time after 
planting in the field. 
• 
• 
• 
• Days after Planting 
Sample : 1 
o
 ; 21-31 31-41 : 41-51 
1929 
Dou{^  15.0 11.1 34.0 46.6 
Glazo 17.1 12.6 38.1 48.5 
Full Dent 18.3 12.7 40. 7 51«1 
Mature 18.6 12.6 38.3 49.6 
1930 
Dough 12.0 10.3 22.2 48.2 
Glazo 14,5 11.8 25.4 49.7 
Full Dent 14.1 11.8 26.7 46.4 
Maturo 14.0 10.6 25.8 48.0 
1931 
Dougji 19.1 31.9 47.8 45.6 
Glazo 21.1 33. S 46.6 45.0 
Pull Dent 22.7 36.0 48.7 45.0 
Mature 22.1 35.2 48,6 44.5 
of days spent in growth after they had emerged was not equal. 
It does serve, hov/ever, to point out that the Initial grovrth 
rate of the plants from the dough stage seed was less than 
that of the other lots# The plants from the dougji stage seed 
of 1929 grew fewer centimeters in each period than any ono of 
the other three samples. The proportionate difference in 
growth v/as less in the period 41 to 51 days after planting 
than either of the other tv/o periods. The seed harvested in 
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Hel;?ht of  
plAHtB in 
0 
100 
Vhen grown In Che f ield Chs nlnntB from tho Isaature seed were 
shorteat when siehBured 21, 31t ^1 ^nd SI days after t>lantinff .  
The rate of growth for each unit  of t ine was atout equal after 
Ui daya. 
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til© dough stage of 1950 Eiado leas growth to the first 10 
day period than did the othei' ttoeo samples. In the period 
31 to 41 days aifter planting the plants from the early har­
vested seed were still slower in growth, but had made propor­
tionately more than in the first period* In the third period 
all samples made about the same growth. The plants from 
the most Imiimture seed of 1931 made the smallest growth in 
the first 10 day period. In the second and third 10 day 
periods the amount of growth was equal. 
The corn plants from the 1931 Ejeed grew more rapidly 
tlian that of either of the other tv/o years. The seed harvested 
in 1930 made the slowest growth. These variations were pre­
sumably the result of seasonal conditions# 
In the studies on early growth of the plant it was found 
that the imjnature kernels were the first to become germinatively 
active. This advantage was soon lost and the wel^ t of the 
seedling from the more mature kernels equalled those froia the 
early harvested kei>nels In three to four days and surpassed 
them in four to five days. The factors which influenced the 
early development of the seedlings probably were the more 
rapid absorption of water and the greater activity of the diastase, 
as well as the greater proportion of substances readily avail­
able for use. During the first feif days respiration v/as mora 
active in the immature than in the mabtire kernels aa evidenced 
by the greater loss in material. As the plant began to draw 
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nioro heavily upon the reserves in the endosperm of the seed, 
those from the moro mature kernels forged ahead, prohahly be­
cause of the greater food supply. Vflien sro\m in the field 
the plants from the dou£^  stage seed were consistently smaller. 
This is in agreement -with the observations made in the germi-
nator and in the greenhouse v/hich ixidieated that v/hile the 
immature kernels first became germinatively active, the ad­
vantage \ms quickly overcome by the more imture kernels. 
The measurements in the field indicated that the plants 
from the more mature seed made the most rapid growth for 
about 30 to 40 days after coming through t:he soil. At the end 
of that time the rate of growth in height tended to become 
equal# 
Ashby (2) in summarizing his work on relation of embryo 
size to hybrid vigor states, "Hybrid vigor in these strains 
is nothing more than the maintenance of an infcial advantage 
in embryo size," In an earlier publication (1) he states 
that "this advantage is retained throu^  the life cycle." Q?hj3 
data presented in this paper on rate of growth are not in agree­
ment with the conclusions of Ashby. The size of the embryo 
separated from the scutellum was not determined in the dif­
ferent samples so that no direct comparisons can be made on 
tliis point. The plants in this study, however, did not main­
tain the uniform size relationship required by Ashby*s hy^  
pothesis. The plants grown from the early harvested seed 
«77-« 
started more slowly and their rate of growth was less in tho 
first weelcs. According to Ashby this difference should havo 
widened geomotrioally but instead it disappeared so that the 
later grovrbh rates and final yields were uniform* 
Effect of maturity upon yield 
Kiesselbach and Ratcliff (19) found no difference in 
the ability of corn to yield when jjicked in Septemberj, October^  
November, December, February, or March, when equal stands 
were obtained. No difference was found in yields produced by 
corn harvested in the dent, mature and husking stage at the 
Illinois Agricultural Esqperiment Station (11) as an average 
of six years. Keisselbach (SO) found a continuous increase 
in yield as the seed of v/inter v;heat became further developed, 
when comparing five stages of development from milk to maturity. 
After five years work with King Philip corn Goff (14) found 
that the highest yield was produced one year by tihe most im­
mature seed, one year by the fourth selection, and three years 
by the fully developed seed. Booth (6) 1ms observed that oats 
did not give as high germinating percentage in the field as 
in the geaTminatop and that immature kernels showed a greater 
difference between the two methods than did fully developed 
kernels. 
In con:^ aring the samples herein described for ability to 
yield, two comparisons were made, one where an attempt was 
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mado to control tho stand and another whsro no effort v/as mad© 
to secure a comparablo stand beyond the planting of a unlfom 
ntrai'bcr of kei'nels In cach hill. In the comparison where the 
stand was controlled all samples were planted five kernels to 
the hill aiad later thinned. The 1929 and 1930 seed Tfrtis thinned 
to three plants to the hill and that of 1931 to two. Twenty-
fo-ur hill plots wore used. The plantings were replicated 19 
times for 1929, three times for 1930 and five times for 1931. 
For plantings v/here the stand was controlled by planting thick 
and thinning later the seed harvested in the dough stag© gave 
a stand equal to the other samples in 1931. In 1930 it ranged 
as much as 10 per cent lower, while in 1929 it gave a stand 
19.5 per cent lower than the mature sample. These data are 
given in Table XXVII and sho^ vn graphically in Figure 16. 
The variance in the yield was analyzed into portions re­
sulting from differences between samples and between replica­
tions, and finally apportioned because of experimental error. 
The test for reliability is based upon Fisher's"z" Table with 
the fi-^ o per cent point for significance. 
VJhen the samples were planted thick and latsr thinned the 
variance between samples and also between replications of the 
1929 seed v/as greater than the e^ qperimental error. However, 
tho difference betv/een samples was not significant. Neither 
Y/as the variance between saiiqples significant in 1930 or 1931. 
The variance between replications, hov/ever, was significant in 
1930 but not In 1931. 
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TABLE XXVII. The stand and yield in toushels to 
the aore produced by the different 
samples with a controlled and also 
an iincontrolled stand. 
Sample 
19S9 
tercentage s 
Stand s Yield 
1930 
Percentage: 
Stand : Yield: 
1931 
i^ ercentage: 
Stand sYield 
Stand Controlled 
Dou^  
Glazo 
Pull Dent 
Mature 
75,28 
91.11 
94.17 
94.86 
31.54 
31.54 
31.22 
33.43 
85.65 
90.63 
95.49 
94.79 
44.09 
47.83 
45. 49 
42.69 
95.83 
93.06 
100.00 
95.14 
63.41 
60.94 
61.36 
62.69 
Stand Uncontrolled 
Dou^  
Glaze 
Full Dent 
Mature 
56.98 
74.03 
79.09 
73.26 
34.26 
42.80 
46.97 
46.24 
46.06 
56.48 
68.75 
56,94 
46.85 
55.81 
60.07 
56.76 
Although no sample germinated less than 96 per cent in 
the germinator;, when planted in the field and not thinned 79 
per cent of a stand was the bluest secured in 1930 cmd 68.75 
xn 1931. 
In aiaking the comparison for ability to yield where no 
effort was made to control the stand, the seed of each sample 
of the 1930 and 1931 seed was planted in 24 hill plots^  Seed 
selected in 1930 was replicated three times while that of 
1931 was replicated five times, h^e seed of 1929 vsras not in­
cluded. In each case three ternels were planted to the hill# 
Stnud. uncontrolled 
Controlled stand 
Yield 1230 
field 1951 
—-——.Sttuid 1930 
9ttir.d 1931 
90 
70 
..50 
yield 15C5 
, Tield I9?0 
-I Yield 1931 
—  — S t a n d  1 9 ? 9  
— — — Stand 19J0 
3tBnd 19J1 
-30_ 30 30 
6^0 55 50 Uc 
Percentage of aaisture in seed when "harvested 5^ y> 65 so 55 50 t5 _ 1(0, 
Percentage of nointui'e in seed wh^n herveeted 
Fig. 16. 'o »=" Ml pJrorat.ee ,t»nd ,h<-n ii^-d .an planted three 
lerneiB to tae hlH oad not thinned, also .hen the stand was controlled. 
35 . 31 
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TABLE XXVIII, The analysis of variance of the 
yields produced by tho 1929, 1950, 
and 1931 seod* 
• 
• Degree • • I J'lvo 
Source of • « of • « Mean :CalcTj,lated:per cent 
Variation a <p Freedom: Square : z : z 
1929 
Sample S 3,75 ,2899 ,5111 
Replication 19 5.04 • 4377 .2862 
E5^ )erimontal Error 57 2.10 
Probable Error of Mean • 22 
1950 Stand Controlled 
Sample S 3.30 -,2922 ,5277 
(Treatment 2 10,15 ,2695 ,6100 
Replication 3 59.30 1,1521 ,5277 
Icjperimental Error 39 5.9S 
Probable Error of Mean * 81 
1930 Stand Uncontrolled 
Sample S 24.58 .7110 ,5277 
Treatment 2 2.12 -.5143 .6100 
Replication 3 73.21 2.4079 ,5277 
Experimental Error 39 5.93 
Probable Error of Mean • 81 
1931 . Stand Controlled 
Sample 3 6.47 ,0740 ,5084 
Treatment 2 10,65 .3232 .5911 
Replication 5 9.28 .2543 ,4287 
Experimental Error 61 5,58 
Probable Error of Mean • 64 
1931 Stand Uncontrolled 
Sample 3 153,10 1.7488 .5084 
Treatment 2 8.95 ,2715 ,5911 
Replication 5 10.88 ,3339 ,4287 
Experimental Error 61 5.20 
Probable Error of Mean *62 
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Wo effort Y/ao made to control tlie stand by thinning or re­
planting. Wlien the 1930 seed, harvested In the dougji stage, 
v/as used the stand v/as 20 per cent loss than for the more 
mature samples. In 1931 it varlod from 10 to 20 per cent 
lower. The yield produced "by the early Imrvested scied in 
1930 -was 8.5 "bushGla to the acre less than for the glased seed 
which in turn was 3.5 "bushels less than that produced by -aie 
fully dented and the mature seed. The yield from the dou^  
stage seed of 1931 xvas from 9 to 15 bushels to the acre less 
than from the other samples. In studying the yields from the 
uncontrolled stand statistically it was found that tho differences 
betv/een samples were significant in both 1950 and 1931. Tho 
varisjiCG between replications in 1930 was significant but not 
in 1931. The variance between samples in the experiment 
whore the stand was uncontrolled no doubt was due to the short­
age of plants with those samples not fully matured. 
From the practical point of viev; these data indicate that 
to be of the most value for planting purposes the kernels 
should be sufficiently developed to give a perfect stand® The 
dough stage seed used in this study was not sufficiently do-
vQlopecl to do this. Just v;hy the kernels of the dough stag© 
seed did not germinate equal to the more mature kejTnels v/hen 
placed in the soil v/as not determined in this study. It is 
possible, however, that tlie same factors that promoted break-
dovm when the kernels were iinmersed in water were also con-
•"83"" 
tritfuting Tactors vdien fclie ternels wero planted in the soil. 
The ondospem of the immature kernels was less compact. It 
absorbed water more rapidly^  respiration was more rapid, and 
the Mgher percentage of sugars present may liave provided a 
more satisfactory medimi for the fero^ rbh of decay producing 
organisms* 
This study Indicates that in productivity surviving plants 
from, the immature seed are equal to plants from laature aeed« 
Early harvest provided a kernel which had a smaller reserve 
of food material in the endosperm, "but still sufficient to 
support the plant until it could rely upon photosynthesis for 
its food supply provided that germination conditions were 
sufficiently favorable. 
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SOURCE AHD IffiTlIOD OP HAIIDLIHG SEED 
In addition to the samples previously described, and 
v/ith which the experiments as outlined were conducted, tv/o 
additional groups of samples were included in some of the 
comparisons. In both 1930 and 1931 a second group of ears 
v/as secured at each harvest period which, instead of suspend­
ing in the di^ aft of an electric fan and drying as rapidly as 
possible, was suspended on hangers in a basement in order 
that the rate of desiccation would be somev/hat retarded. 
A third group of samples was harvested in both 1930 
and 19Slj at the same time, but from an adjoining plot to 
v;hich superphospliate had been added at the rate of 200 pounds 
to the acre* Shis group was dried rapidly by suspending in 
the draft of an electric fan. 
Rapidity of pesiccation 
The theory has been advanced that if the seed Is dried 
at a relatively slow rate respiration would be high for a 
greater length of t ime than if dried rapidly. Consequently, 
a greater percentage loss v/ould occur malcing the kernel less 
valuable for seed purpose. The comparative rapidity with 
which the moisture v;as lost by the samples dried rapidly 
and those dried slov/ly is presented in Table XXIX. 
••35** 
TABLE X>tIX, The poreentage of total moisture lost by 
corpsspondlng oamplos on different days 
after harvest® 
Days 
aftoi'' 
Harvest 
: Dou^ i Glazo Pull 
• 
• 
Dont ; Mature 
: Dried Dried Dried ; Dried 
:Rapidiy :Slov/ly Rapidly;slowly Rapidly j Slowly sRapidly} Slov/ly 
1930 
2 33.2 14.5 22.5 18.7 
6 64.8 34.5 
8 88el 33.5 
10 90. S 38.5 62.5 49.0 70.6 51.5 
11 83.2 50.9 
12 94.0 46.8 
IS 83.3 54.5 
16 92»5 60.2 
20 85.0 81.3 
21 94,0 73.5 83.3 63.6 
23 92.5 77.0 
31 92.5 81.9 90.7 70.9 
40 79.4 77.6 
43. 97.0 88.5 
50 82.5 90.8 
61 97.0 74.5 
71 94.0 88.8 
1931 
5 48.7 24.7 
6 66.6 30.2 43.5 . 
CO H
 38.1 17.0 
8 68.1 34. S 
11 56.7 33.8 
12 85.2 49.7 
13 56.8 31.6 
14 89.2 58.3 
17 68.5 46.4 
18 87.2 5B.5 
20 91.8 73.1 66.4 45.8 
23 87.2 68.4 
24 71.2 56.4 
25 91.8 80.0 
28 71.2 54.5 
29 87.2 75.1 
31 91.0 85.4 71.2 67.5 
36 87.2 79.9 76.1 60.1 
37 91.8 87.1 
39 74.3 73.3 
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TABLE XXIX (Continued) 
« S 3 • 
Days : Dougla s Glazo t Full Dent s Mature 
after s t)ri^  't Dried" l3rled. ' ; Dried 
Har voat i??apiaiys"gloYifly:Rapidly: Slowly ?Rap Idly ; SlbWly {itapTdjCy; Slowly 
43 88.1 84. V 
44 91.8 8B.0 76.1 60,1 
47 77.1 77.4 
51 91.8 89.7 89.1 85.7 
52 73.3 60.1 
55 77.1 79.0 
59 93.7 90.6 91.0 87.9 
63 75.8 77.4 
67 93.7 92.5 91.0 87.9 
Driod repldljr 
Dried 8lo«l7 
Dough 
Olaee 
Ufttur« 
30 
Fig. 17. 
30 «0 
Days after horveat 
The comp&ratlTe percentage of original noisture lost at different 
intervals after barveat by the 1950 saisplea «hen dried rapidly 
and alao vhen dried alovly. 
60 70 20 30 
Days after barveat 
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In 1930 the dou^  stage soed lost 88 per cent of its 
original water content in oiglit days ivhile only one-third of 
the water content of the slowly dried saraplo was lost in 
that time. V/hen dried rapidly the glazed sample lost as 
much V7ater in six daya aa tho corresponding samplo lost in 
21 days when dried slowly. Ton days aftor harvest the mature 
sample, v/hen dried rapidly, had lost 71 per cent of its water 
content \7hile the sample dried slowly had lost 52 per cent. 
In 1931 tho seed harvested in the dough stage and dried 
rapidly had lost 89 per cont of its original vmter content 
in 14 days. The sample dried slowly lost 58 per cent during 
the same time® l/Jhen di'ied rapidly the glazed sample lost 
85 per cent of its original water content in 12 days while 
the corresponding san^ le dried slowly lost an equal quantity 
in 51 days. The fully dented sample of both the slowly and 
rapidly dried groups lost 77 per cent of the original water 
content in 47 days* In 52 days the mature seed when dried 
rapidly lost 73 per cent of its original water content, while 
the corresponding sample lost 60 per cent. 
In addition to Indicating the relative rapidity of 
desiccation of the san^ les dried slowly and rapidly those 
data indicate that proportionately more water was lost in a 
given length of time by the samples having the greater water 
content, v/hen stored under the same conditions. Tho compari­
•"88* 
sons "between the samples as an average of the two years 
are indicated in Table XXX. 
Little difference existed between the perforniance of 
the rapidly and slovrly dried samples. Hov/ever, a slight 
difference seemed to occur "between the seedling weight pro­
duced by the two samples harvested in the dougla stage. That 
v/hich ivas dried slowly did not malce as rapid development as 
did those from the seeds dried rapidly^  This difference 
was more pronounced for the first few days than at the end 
of the sixth day. With all four samples the quantity of 
extract in the solution in which the kernels wore immersed 
was less in the case of the kernels dried slowly. The dif­
ference v;as less v;hen the kernels had been immersed for a 
longer period of time than in the first fev/ hours• 
No explanation is offered for the lighter seedling 
weight, and less quantity of extract from the samples dried 
slowly^  It can hardly "be assumed that the more readily avail­
able carbohydrates were exhausted during the longer period of 
desiccation because the rapidly dried samples of the dou^ i 
stage harvested from the plot to which superphosphate had 
been applied also gave a reduced quantity of extract. 
Ho difference was found in performance of the seed har­
vested from soil to v/hich superphosphate had been applied. 
No test v;as made to determine the phosphorus requirement -
of the soil previous to the application. It is possible that 
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TABLE XKX. A oompaaflson of seed frora the samples dried rapldily, d 
£vQm plots to whlob superphospliate was applied* 
Sup©»»" 8 S 
8 Uried ! Dried 5Phosphate: Dried s 
8 Haitsidlys giowXy r Added j Rapidlyy .91q^ i 
III I - ^ 
i5ried jPhos 
l>eroentage moisture at harvest 60,5 6130.5 
Bushel test weight 49.3 48,0 48,6 
weight XOO Isernels 30,OS 19,54 20,02 
?oXum© XOO IcerneXs X(5,S X3,3 XS.9 
Specific gravity X*180 X,X43 1,X58 
Top weight, two days ,37 ,23 ,25 
Top weight, three days ,31 ,82 .53 
Top weigjht, four days X.05 ,93 X.XO 
Top weight, five days X,S7 X.S3 1,79 
Top weight, six days 3,7X 3,^2 2,53 
Root weight, two day© ,S9 ,45 .SX 
Root weight, three days X.33 X,07 1,13 
Hoot weight, four day® 1,99 X,82 X,9S 
aoot weight, five days 2,53 2.27 3,44 
Boot wight, six days S.OX S.73 2,8X 
SeedXlng weight, two days .83 ,37 ,83 
QeedXlag weig^it, three days 1.97 X.59 X.72 
Seedling weight, four days 5.04 3,78 3,03 
geedXing weight, five daya 4.19 3,9S 4.SS 
SeedXlng weight, nix days 6,73 5,25 5,sa 
Qraai® water ahsorhed in X hour X7.X X7,9 X7,7 
Grama water aheorhed in 3 ^ura SS,9 34,3 34,4 
Grams water absorbed in 4 hours 33,3 32.9 33,2 
Grams water absorbed in 8 hours 42.3 42.3 43,5 
Grams water absorbed in 24 hours 59,8 59.3 57,9 
Graais water absorbed in 43 hours 73,7 73, S 39.9 
Grams water absorbed in 73 hours 81,9 8g,S 77,7 
Grama of extract In X hour ,327 ,050 ,XS9 
Grams of extract in 2 hours .343 .077 ,a47 
aafams of extract in 4 hours ,420 ,137 ,331 
Grams of extract in 8 hours ,494 .X90 , 392 
Graias of extract in 24 hour® ,973 ,578 ,733 
Grams of extract In 48 hours X.771 X,554 X.474 
Grams of extract in 72 hours 2,^38 3,103 3*5,29 
percentage emerged 34 hours 59. 43, 24, 
Height 31 days after planting 15,6 X6,5 X5.4 
Height 3X days after planting 3S,7 33.4 36,0 
Height 41 days after planting 71,7 71,3 738, S 
Height 51 daye after planting 1X8.8 121,3 XX8,8 
Growth 3X to 3X dayc 3X.1 30,9 30,6 
Growth 31 to 4X days 35.0 35,3 33.5 
Growth 4X to 5X days 43,9 49,7 46,2 
Vleld - not thinned 40,5S 44,87 41,10 
Yield - thinned 53,75 53,20 49,36 
S0.9 
54,9 
37,49 
32.3 
1,223 
,25 
,53 
,93 
1.95 
2.93 
.52 
1.38 
3.13 
3.13 
3.87 
,73 
X.94 
3.09 
5,07 
3,80 
13.7 
17.4 
34.3 
So.O 
47.x 
57.x 
QS.O 
.080 
.X30 
,X9X 
.X99 
.454 
1.039 
1.3X1 
33, 
X7,8 
40.4 
73,4 
133,7 
23,3 
38,0 
47,3 
49,3X 
54,39 
53,1 
53.4 
38,19 
23,8 
1,234 
,24 
,57 
X,09 
2.32 
3,25 
,55 
1.3B 
2,31 
3. S3 
4,07 
.79 
1.94 
2.40 
5.55 
7.33 
13.7 
18.5 
23,1 
34,4 
48.1 
57.2 
03.3 
.021 
.035 
.073 
.093 
.348 
X.S04 
33, 
17.4 
40,2 
77.7 
137,5 
33.8 
37.5 
49,8 
51,43 
53.31 

siples dried rapidly, t^rled slowly, and those harvested 
te was applied. 
t SUp©3> 8 I 
: Dried s Dried tPhosplmtes JJrled s 
: Super* : « s Super-
Dried ;Pl!io0phat6j Dried : Dried iPhoRphate 
giowly ; Md^d mat?l to^_ tlowly_.5 
50.9 
54.9 
37.49 
53.3 
1,3^  
.25 
.S3 
.93 
1,95 
3.93 
• S2 
1.38 
2,1S 
3,13 
3,87 
.76 
1.94 
3,09 
5.07 
a.80-
12.7 
17.4 
S«.3 
55.0 
47.1 
57,1 
63,0 
.030 
,1S0 
,191 
,199 
,454 
1.039 
1,311 
3S, 
17.8 
40.4 
73,4 
13S,7 
22.3 
S3,0 
47,3 
49,31 
54,39 
53.1 
53.4 
38,19 
32,8 
X. 3S4i 
,34 
.57 
1.09 
3.33 
3,25 
,55 
1,38 
2.31 
3, S3 
4,07 
,79 
1,94 
2,40 
B.55 
7.32 
13.7 
18.5 
S3.1 
34,4 
48,1 
S7.3 
55.3 
.021 
,035 
,073 
,083 
,348 
,939 
1,304 
33. 
17.4 
40,3 
77.7 
127,5 
2^,8 
37.5 
49.8 
SI, 43 
53.31 
48.8 
55.1 
BS, 53 
20.7 
1,23^  
,35 
.69 
1,13 
 . 17 
3,10 
,53 
1,38 
3.31 
3,07 
3.33 
,77 
1,97 
3,47 
5.34 
 .7S 
13.4 
17.2 
24.0 
32.8 
43.1 
55.0 
30,7 
.088 
,134 
.218 
.S40 
,483 
1,131 
1,681 
27, 
17.3 
40.4 
79,3 
135,4 
33.1 
39*3 
45.8. 
51,33 
53,43 
39,1 
53.5 
39,83 
24.3 
1.S3S 
,34 
,55 
.91 
1.95 
3,03 
, 49 
u z n  
S,19 
3,41 
4,10 
,73 
X,$-3 
3.10 
5.33 
7.1S 
11.4 
15.7 
22,4 
30.3 
44.0 
53.1 
57.4 
.038 
.048 
.099 
,195 
,349 
,895 
1,434 
34, 
18,4 
42.3 
80.0 
135.7 
33,9 
S7.7 
45.7 
53.57 
53.43 
38.3 
53.3 
30,43 
34. a 
1.233 
, 31 
,58 
1.04 
S.02 
S.13 
.44 
1,25 
a. 34 
3, 35 
3,99 
,35 
i.as 
3,37 
5,27 
7,12 
11*3 
15.4 
SI. 9 
39.8 
43,3 
51.0 
6a,i 
,009 
,048 
.084 
,084 
,3C5 
,948 
1,439 
18,3 
41,3 
80.1 
130,2 
23.9 
38,9 
50.1 
55,03 
55.50 
39,0 
55.5 
39.02 
23.6 
i.as5 
,20 
,57 
1.03 
3,14 
3,00 
,45 
1,B3 
S,18 
3»23 
4,08 
,35 
1,8S 
3,^  
5,39 
7,07; 
11.2 
15.4 
21.7 
30,0 
43.5 
51.7 
53.8 
,047 
.031' 
.07a 
.073 
.341 
.917 
1.434 
21. 
18.9 
43.3 
83,0 
127,3 ' 
34.3 
38.8 
45.3 
53.17 
55.09 
31,4 
53,0 
89,1S 
54.0 
1.234 
,33 
.50 
,87 
1.37 
3.75 
,44 
1.13 
s.os 
8,93 
3,80 
,37 
1,63 
2,93 
4,59 
3,55 
11,4 
15.3 
33.4 
30,3 
43.5 
51,3 
53.3 
,051 
,037 
,0S3 
,094 
,346 
,979 
1,517 
33. 
18.1 
41.0 
78.3 
134,4 
23,9 
37,3 
40.3 
51.50 
53.39 
39.3 
55.8 
39.01 
33.1 
1.331 
.24 
,52 
,99 
1,91 
3,11 
,50 
1.30 
3,^  
3,11 
3,90 
,74 
1,81 
3.26 
5,03 
7,00 
11.3 
15.3 
31. S 
39.3 
43.2 
50.9 
55.7 
,031 
.029 
,071 
,033 
,383 
,759 
1.155 
33, 
19.3 
43.3 
83,3 
138,0 
34,0 
39,9 
44.8 
51,89 
5S.35 
33.3 
53.4 
32.07 
27.0 
1,233 
, 34 
.57 
.93 
1.94 
3.10 
.49 
1,30 
3.37 
3.35 
4.33 
.73 
1.83 
3.33 
5,19 
7,43 
11.8 
15,8 
32.3 
30,8 
43.5 
51.4 
55.5 
.037 
.034 
.074 
.079 
.354 
1,032 
1,535 
34. 
18.8 
43.3 
80.7 
130.5 
34.0 
38.1 
49.8 
53.95 
53.14 
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otiier results might have been obtained from seed fjrov/n on 
soil with a high phosphorus deficiency as compared with one 
having no deficiency* The percentage of phosphorus in th© 
two samples v/as not determined. 
The data on kernel Y/ei^ fc and on yield were analysed 
statistically as indicated in Tables I'll and XXVIII. The 
differences between the v/eight of the kernels from the dif­
ferent treatments and the yield produced by them were not 
significant. 
~9e~ 
SUMl^ IABY 
1. Certain pliysloal comparisons wore mad© "between 
samples of corn harvested at different stages of maturity. 
The kernel weight, volume, tmahol test weight, specific 
gravity, and crushing resistance were less for the kernels 
harvested in the dough stage than for those harvested later. 
2« The endosperm portion of the kernel developed pro­
portionately slower than did the germ after the kernel had 
reached the dough stage. 
So The percentage of nitrogen and of sugars was greater 
in the immature kernels than in those fully developed, al­
though the actual quantity present in each kernel was less. 
4» When the kernels were immersed in water a greater 
quantity was absorbed by each unit of weight of the immature 
kernels than of those fully developed. The actual quantity 
of water absorbed by each kernel of the samples of different 
maturity varied little. 
5. The kernels harvested in the dough stage lost their 
viability more rapidly "sifeen immersed in water tlian did kernels 
more completely developed at the time of harvest. A few 
drops of toluene added to water was toxic as evidenced by 
the lowered viability of kernels immersed in it. 
"•93*" 
S. A greater percentage of the woi^ t of corn v/as found 
in soltition after the iimnat'ure Icornels had boon immeraod tlmn 
was present follo\7ing the removal of those fully inatxired. 
This material was examined for sugars and nitrogen^ , both of 
v/hich were present* The quantity of both sugar and nitrogen 
present was greater in the solution f3?om the kernels harvested 
in the dough stage than from the others. Little difference 
existed in percentage of the solute from the different samples 
which was sugar after the kernels had been immersed 72 hours. 
7. The greater portion of the sugars present in the air-
dry corn was non-reduclng» After the kernels had been im­
mersed in \vater for 72 hours the greater portion both in th© 
kernel and in the solution had been reduced to simpler sugars. 
8. The diastase activity for each unit weight and for 
each kernel of the Immature a3j?-dry kernels was greater than 
for the mature samples in tv/o of the three years. 
9. Germination began more rapidly in the kernels harvested 
in the dou^  stage than in those harvested at a later date# 
The increased growth was surpassed by that of the mature kernels 
in four to five days time. V/hen planted in the greenhouse the 
seedlings from the mature kernels appeared throu^  the surface 
of the soil more rapidly than those from kernels harvested in 
the dough stage. The growth of the plants from the mature 
seed was more rapid in the field for the first 41 days. 
•94— 
10« No difference e^ clstecl In tlie yield produced by fcho 
different samples wlien tlie stands were equal* 0?he immature 
kernels did not give as good a stand aa the mature kernels, 
consequently they gave a smaller yield when no effort v;as 
made to control the stand. 
11» Mo important difference were found hotweon samples 
dried rapidly and those dried slowly# 
12. lio difference was found between kernels liarvested 
for seed from a plot to which superphosphate had been applied 
and those from a plot to whicli no application was made# 
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COHGLUSIOWS 
The facta derived from the data herein presented and 
stated in the above snmnary lead us to form the following 
conclusions. 
1. \'7hen corn is harvested as early as the soft dou^  
stage the kernel is not completely developed. Incompletely 
developed kernels contain a hi|^ .er percentage of nitrogen, 
and sugars than those more mature. They take up water at a 
more rapid rate, have a more active diastase, and start to 
geminate more quickly than mature kernels. 
2. Immature kernels are less resistant to hreakdov/nj 
both when immersed in water and when planted in the soil, 
than are mature kernels. 
3. Immature kernels start to germinate in less timo than 
the mature kernels. This advantage in growth is over com© 
by the mature kernels in three to four days* The plumules 
from the mature kernels appear throu/^  the surface of the 
soil first, and continue to grow more rapidly until about 
40 days after planting, when the rate of growth becomss 
equal. 
4. It is more difficult to secure a perfect stand with 
immature kernels than with those completely developed^  however-
when equal stands are secured no difference exists in their 
ability to yield. 
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5e Seed corn is drlod. rapidly has no advaiatage 
over tliat dried slowly provided tlie slowly dried sood does 
not "becoiiie infocted v/itli mold or diseases, 
6# V/laere a phosphorus deficiency does not osiist nothing 
is to be gained by loarvosting seed corn fram heavily phos-
phated aoil rather than from soil to wliich no application 
of phosphorus has been made# 
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